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(FOREMOST PAPER IN HARDING COUNTY.)
'With Malice toward None, with Charity for All, and with Firmness in the Right."
Roy, Harding- County
New Mexico, Satrday, December 31, 1921.
The

VOLUME XVIII

Spanish-America-

BE UTIFUL XMAS WEDDING

NOFFKEE

WOODWARD

-

n,

CHRISTMAS

Two more hearts were made Jake Floersheim entertained at
to beat as one last Wednesday ais home at the east end of town
when Win. Noffkee and , Miss Christmas eve, in honor of his
Bessie Woodward stole quietly ions and daughters of Roy, also
away to Mosquero, hunted up; Mrs. A. S. Hanson ond Children
Co. Clerk Anderson and secured of Denver and Etna Floersheim
the necessary papers and were of Springer, the latter are heie
and w.fe.
made man and wife.
visiting during the. holidays.
wedding
Immediately after the
The wedding was a very quiet
A large Xmas tree filled with
ceremony which was witnessed affair, only a few relatives of
gifts
for each member of the f am
by a few intimate friends of the
witnessing the cere- iiy was emptied before the evenbride
the
couhappy
bdd' and gioom, tht:
mony which was performed by ing was over, that which was
ple diow
i'r j..ti,ero where a Judge A.
who is most joyous to the children that
bountiful weddim: dinner was becoming known as the "Marry- were
present, for their hearts desewed to the bride and groom ing Judge" of the County Seat. sired was fulfilled.
Games apand tht- several guests by the
is the second young-3s- t propriate to the season were enbride
The
Durroom's mother, Mrs. J. B...
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. joyed, with Mrs. Edgar Floerval! at tm. Duvall heme. After W. Woodward, prominent home
guests with
sheim favoring
the dinner was served the bride steaders of the Liberty neighbor nusical numbers,the
which reafter
Polly
for
and groom took the
practically
and
been
has
hood
were
served,
freshments
and the
where they will spend raised on thef mesa, having come
of
evening
was
remainder
the
a few days visiting friends. At here with her
in 1908 spent in an unsually good time
happy
the
the depot in Mosquero
when a mere child. We are sure Messrs F. E. Ivey, F L. Schultz
couple were showered with rice, she will make an excellent wife
and R. C. Barrett
old fchoes and other paraphanalia
for her husband and he will of the evening.
commonly seen at the train of a never
rue the day he chose her
departing newly wedded couple. as his life partner.
youngest
Leora Hall who has been nursThe Bride is the
The groom, Mr. Noffkee came
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. R. to the mesa from Sigel, Illinois ing in á large hospital in MinBradley of the Bradley neighborl way back in 1909 and filed on a nesota the past several months
returned home last Saturday and
hood southeast of Roy and is one homestead in the
ll
rvill spend the
holidays with
of the most popular young ladies
neighborhood which he later
folks! Leora contracted a
home
on the mesa. She has been prac proved up and
farmed until two
tically reared on the mesa, hav- years ago wen he moved to Rat- severe cold on the way home and
ing come here from Oklahoma on and has since been an em- is now ill at the home of her
with her parents in 1909. She ployee in the Santa Fe shops at sister, Mrs. J. E. Brown.
is one of Harding Countys suc- that plate. He is a young man
cessful school Ma'ams and has of excellent habits and no doubt MESA
ELEhad charge of the Bradley por- his bride has chosen wisely for
VATOR AVILL REOPEN
tion of the Mosquero schools this the one to guide her future deswinter and resigned from her tinies.
ElevaThe Mesa
.
work only a week ago so that
tor
will
reopen
on
business
for
The happy couple will spend
she might become the bride of
January 1st, under new manageon
visiting
days
relatives
few
the one who will be her life i mesa and will then go to ment, Mr. Ira Bemstoff will be
partner. We are sure the lucky the where
the groom has a lit- manager, and he promises that
latón
groom has made an excellent tle nest
he will be in the market for all
just large
choice and will never regret the
for two and where they 'vinds of grain, and assures the
day he chose Nanalee for his will be
at home to their many farmers the best market price
bru!.
and .after January for same. This institution went
on
Mends
The groom, Mr. Kingsbiuy, is
into bankruptcy about two mon15th.
One of the iMpv'av young men
ths ago, and has been closed
American
Spanish
extends
The
of Mosquero, having come to :onpratiilations
hamiV since. Mr Bemstoff assures the
to
the
that place several years ago with couple and wishes iliem all the public of service that has not
his mother and brothers from joys thaj; goes to make a happy been received previously.
his home
Logan, and has
and prosperous married life.
there since where ñe has an exMr. and Mrs. Ralph Hazen
cellent portion with the Wilson
and Mrs. Don Bradley resumed
The County Clerk's office re Wednesday from Dawson, where
Company being the head clerk
of that popular store. Mr. King- ndd over 'S5 instruments las' they spent a few days during
sbury is a young man of consid- Wednesday. This is the largos" the holidays, they report o haverable business ability and a uunber filed and recorded sinc ing a nice timé, but are glad to
whole lot of sound sense and we he new county was established get back to the good old mesa;
know that Nanalee, as we like Vo 'are informed that the office "Hence no Bradley items this
to call her, has also made a wise las already become self support week."
choice and has chosen one of the ng, that is the fees are rnon
best young men of the mesa as han the amount of the costs oí
Mr. W. P. Mealey, manahe office, which is a good reeou ger of the. Mosquero Abstract
her guide thru her future life.
We understand that Harry for a county only six monts old. Co., and his
Mr. Fulhas arranged a nice little home The greater portion cf the in- ler of El Paso, Texas, were busi-npin the northeast part of Mos- struments recorded last Thursvisitors in Roy the first
quero which has already been day were recorded by tl.j Mos- part of this week, while here
furnished and is now awaiting quero Abstract Company which they made a pleasent call at the
the return of the bride and is one of the busy places of the S. A. Office.
groom and at which place they County Seat.
Avill be at home to their many
i
Begin now to make your New
friends on and after Jan. 15th.
Í
A card from E. F. Henry and Years' resolutions ; let one of
We can see in these prominent wife who have been in Clayton them be I am going to send the
young folks the making of a the past several weeks tells ir Spanish American to a friend in
real home, the kind that we need that they will be home the last the east." It would be a good
on the mesa and the kind that of this week. ,.
resolution and will help advertise
will make the world better by
the best county in the best state
they having lived witin it. There
in the Union.
Here's congratulations, Harry
is no better foundation for a
home, than well educated, indus- and Nanalee, true and sincere
It is rumored that there will
trious young folks like Harry from the Spanish American and be some interesting news for the
and Nanalee and we predict for we are sure that we are voicing public regarding the destruction
them a bright and prosperous the good wishes of our many of the new school building with;
in a few weoks.
readers.
future.

very beautiful wedding tooU
place on Xmas day at Solano
when the Rev. Burnett, the
Methodist minister said the
words that made Harry Kingsbury; and Nanalee Bradley man
A

i
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Floydlvey a nd Editor Schultz
enjoyed a fine Christmas dinner
with the Guthmans south of Roy
They report a very pleasent day
spent in the beautiful Guthman
home.

Small Crowd to Listen to Fine

Number
The third number of the Roy
Lyceum Course was held at the
Christian Church last Tuesday
night and was very poorly attended. The program was given by the Scotts, direct decend-ant- s
of Sir Walter Scott and the

It is indeed too bad that so
few are interested in the Lyceum
course and fail to take advantage
of the high class of entertainment it affords the public.
While it is true the picture show
and other forms of entertainments held á portion of the
crowd away from the Lyceum
Course Tuesday night, yet the
whole course has been very poorly attended all winter. There an
still two more excellnt numbers
to be given during the next twe
months and we hope the publii
will take advantage of these nun
bers and give the entertainers a
crowded house.
FLOERSHEIM
MER CO., TO
PUT ON STRONG ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN
Believe in Printers' Ink.
The Floersheim Merchantile Co.,
The largest retail and wholesale
merchantile Store in Roy, will en
ter on a vigorous advertising
campaign.which will reach over
,he whole of Harding County
and also the southern portion oí
Colfax and the western i ...
Union Counties.
AThe .Campaign will start the
first of the year or, next Monday
naming: and will continue until
the latter part of April and proba
;!y throughout the entire year,
ivory article in the store will be
narked at rock .bottom prices.
vvl at prices which will pay tht
itbliy to come for miles.., and
tjj'es toiake advantage of as the
.avings will pay you to travel
aany miles to come to this
.

,

4vie for. their
goiñjr to offer.,

bargains they are

addition to the bargains
offer each week
they are going to offer prizes
to tíieir many customers ; not
cheap uiiAorthy prizes but good
liejHare going to

substancial prizes. Read their
lárgü ran page add which ap
pears in this issue of the paper
or see their handbills which they
are mailing the public, they tell
ou all

about it.

Company
The
Floershiem
iave contracted for a large space
n the Spanish American for the
'6ltV of 1922 and if you will read
heir ad cr.refully each week you
keep advised of the wender-i.u.- 1
bargains theyare go ing to offer.
This progressive company
in printers' ink and intends to use it during 1922.
"

be-iev-

:
n
i
t.
oiiits. tijowe ly inauti a uusiness
trip to Elk City. Oklahoma Saturday and will be gone for several weeks.
--

.

Saturday account New

Y'ears Eve.

ROY TRADING COMPANY
"

A Profitable Plpce to Trade.

j

The Harding County Tax
Rolls are being extended and it
will be a matter of but a few
weeks until Co. Treasurer Parkes
will be ready to receive your taxes.1

-

t
The several Xmas programs
The Masonic Lodae held their at the various churches in Roy
Annual installation of officers at were well attended Saturday
their hall last Tuesday evening, evening and all report fine enthe same being St. John's day on tertainments.
which day practically all lodges j At the Christian Church the
install their officers for the en- program was in the form of a
suing year.
All installation work was in the various parts showed careful
charge of Past Master T. E.
Aiiicheu assisted by Pas master treat to those in attendance. The
F. S. Brown.
j Church
was crowded and of
The followine- are the officers 'course 'Old Santa' came in due
who will have charge of the des time and gave a fine treat to
tinies of Arcadia Lodiie No. 53 those present. A beautiful tree
during the coming year:
had been arranged in the church
M. D. Gibbs. W. M.. S E Pax-- which helped to add to the eventon, S. W., Victor Bixby, J. W., ing's festivities.'
Homer Holmes, Treas., 'Floyd
The Baptist program was giv- - ,
Ivey, Sec, W. L. Russel, S. D., en to a crowded house and much
H. A. Gray, J. D., R. Kilmurrav, enjoyed by those present. Their
S. S., M. C. Hendricks, J. S., John program consisted of songs, reci
Tobler, Tyler, II. W. Farmer, tations, tableaux and other a- Marshall, Otis Aborgast, Chap- musements. Thru out ,,the prolain.
gram, telegrams were received
The lodsre shows a nice Growth from Santa Claus giving his
during the past year and they locations each few minutes and
have a strong line of work be to the delight of the children. 4
fore them for the coming year. A beautifully decorated tree had
been placed in the church and ad- - V
Miss Dorothv Wa viand nf ded much to the beauty of the
Wagon Mound is spending the entertainment. Old Santa with
his reindeer arrived at the op
holidays at the Bentley home.
portune time and filled the child- with glee. :v
IT." E. Dean and
wife were rens hearts
people gave
Methodist
trading with Roy merchants
program
their
at
the school
Wednesday.
building and they also enjoyed a
B. R. Reeder and wife and large crowd. The room was fill
"Dad" Emerson spent Tuesday ed even to standing room. Here
too, a beautiful tree, nicely decat the County Seat.
orated added to the evenings
Miss Fannie Blevins is spend- merriment. The program was
ing theholidays with relatives well rendered and was a treat to
those who had the pleasure of
at Sweetwater, Oklahoma.
hearing it and at the close of the
program
Santa appeared and
Andres
Trujillo prominent
ranchman of near Solano was; in delivered a fine treat and the
numerous presents.
Roy on business Wednesday.
The arranging of three programs and trees for Roy did
Henry Stone is mxndingr th' muct) to do away with the jam
vvoek in Pueblo visitimr a sii.tr
that has usually occurred in Roy
who is reported quite ill.
on Xmas evening when only one
tree and program was given. By
Mrs, Pedro Ortiz of near Stmt using three sepevate buildings
7e is standing the holidays wU1 there was; ample room for .every- "icv'sister Mrs. A Ibert P. Brand one who wished to attend a program and each of tiie programs
Richard Kilmurvay left
were of the very best snd all
Thursda;-vherColorado
well fitted for the Xmas occahe will spend a few day sion, and many little hearts were
7 i siting friends.
glad in Roy thru these programs
and entertainments which otherMiss Mav Hester of Cornn? wise might have spent a dreary
. M. is visiting
Christmas eve.
her broth
the obliging Assistant Casi
:er of the Bank of Roy.
NOTICE TO THE STOCK HOLDERS OF THE ROY FARM
LOAN ASSOCIAJION
Master Donald Gibbs iourrey
id down to Mosnuero Thursday
for a few days visit at the home . .There will be a meeting of the
Stock Holders on the 10th day r
f County Clerk Anderson.
January at 2 o'cock P. M. 1922
Miss Anna Branch of Dav sor at F. II. Foster's office in Roy
is visiting relatives in Roy thif New Mexico to elect officers for
the ensuing year and other busweek.
iness which will come before the
board.
Quite a number of tho your"
This being the annual meet:ng
Folks, md some of the older one
very body in requested to be pies
too. took in the diince at Spring1 ent.
last Monday evening.
F. II. Foster,
:

'..

tax law will exempt

practi-añy;'al-

,

Secretary and Treasurer.
31--

7

l

,The condition of the times
the greater liberality of the

incl
.levy

l

,
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, NOTiCE

The Roy Cagare, formerly the
Beck Motor Co., is now oren for
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. B. Leath business under new management,
n'lnan spent Wednesday and Messrs Baker & Scheiler have
Thursday at the County Seat, taken over this garage, and
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. C.
they want the public to know
Anderson.
that hereafter they will be in a
position to take care of your
Wr
ii. .Ms.n that Mr. Phil- needs and wants.
th.-.past several
ip Sa:e.H7,
Assessor McGrath and family
years connected with the Mora
of
Mora are visiting Roy relaappointbeen
Co.,
has
Abstract
ed Dostmaster at Mora and will tives and friends this week. Mr.
assume his new duties the first McGrath tells us that he has his
of the year. Congratulations books all completed and is now
ready for the 1922 assessment.
Philip
.

h

ures have been $2,000 on income
and $200 for each on dependents.
A man with five children can.
now enjoy an income of $4,500
before any part of it becomes
taxable.
Mrs. W. R. Holmes who has
Effective the first of the year been seriously ill at her home in
the government tax on freight the west part of town is reportand passenger charges is also ed improving nicely and able to
abolished. The tax on passenger be up a portion of the time. Her
and on freight many friends are glad to learn of
tickets is 8
3
.
her rapid reocvery.
The Revenue Tax, on Parcel
Po.t will be eliminated after Jan.
J. B. McNiel and- Herbert
1st., alio on , Patented
Yates, of Kephart were in Rov
on business Wednesday regarding the bond issue of the Kei
The Public Schools of Roy are hart
District. The District is
enjoying a week's vacation. The making arrangements
for a riic?
kkts.
having the time of bond issue and will erect
a beau
theft; Uves and the teachers, well tif ul school bui'.dinsr. The electhey'too are enjoying the vaca- tion will be called within the next
tion
much or more than the two weeks.
'
kids.
medi-ciuo-

No show

XMAS CELEBRATION IN ROY

The revival meetings at th
Baptist Church are still in pro
Tess nn-- are be'nn' woll jitt?nr"
vl. Murh good is being done a'
the meetings.

NEW TAX WILL EXEMPT
MAJORITY FROM INCOME FEE

yed

Mrs Samuel Gallegos of Lajunta
Colorado arrived in Roy, Sunday and will spend a few weeks
at the parential Branch home..
Mrs. Gallegos was formerally
Miss Tillie Branch of. this place.

MASONS HOLD ANNUAL
INSTALLATION

.

the few who listened to it. The
program consisted of short sketches, songs and musical numbers
and was one of the best numbers
given on the course this year.

Harding County people
rom paving an income tax on
heir 1S21 "profits". In the law
J. W. Thompson who has been éry recently passed by congress
visiting Clovis relatives the past the head of a family now is exweek returned to Roy Sunday empt up to S2.500. He is also
$4QQ extra income on
and is pushing the work for
completion of the Abbott build- 3ach dependent. Ihe past figing.

No. 50.

Mr. Don Foley, the obliging
clerk at the R. P. Shay a store
spent several days last week at
East Vaughn with relatives.
Mrs. R. Kilmurray is visiting
relatives at El Paso during the
holidays and Richard is trying
the br.t Aelor act once more but
makir.g a poor success of it.

-

s.

i

e
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Mrs. Henry Stone called on
the S. A. Tuesday and ordered
the paper sent to her daughter
Mrs. J. W. Ilprley, at 1142, W.
Place, Los Angeles, Calif.
Mrs. Stone is still compelled to
j
..
ii. im
warn
criucnes iru;i ina injury she received several months
ago.
?.7th

i

r--

,
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THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

w

Sure lelief

were weak, and hoptetf it tffcsy so that
I should not Uve to feel the teeth of
the unknown Thing sink in my flesh.
I thought of my revolver and after an
Infinity of time managed to draw it
from the case. My Augers seemed at
once nervelessly limp and woodenly
rigid. This Was not at all the daunt
less front with which I had dreamed of
meeting danger. I had fancied myself
with my automatic making a rather
pretty picture as a young Amazon
bnt I had now a dreadful fear that
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25$ and 75
Don't Blame
Toar Ford
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Packages. Everywhere
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Picture

Step SkaUnf and Rattling Wits

COPYtelG-H-
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Brake Lining for Fords

k tafeabia boot UUi whT and bow H doal It Ciad
bWM ee raqMat. Whan Toar Jara aaada miau
Ml rear daalar to tawtail 'Cork loaort."
AUTOBOBIU ACCESSORIES CO
1723 PrmirW A

ADVAHCt

If.

COOKIE'S "HA'NT."
Synopsis Jane Harding, respectable and conservative old maid-- but
never too old to think of marriage
with more money than
d
brains. Is Inveigled by a
spinster, Hiss Hlgglesby-BrownInto financing an expedition to hunt for buried treasure on
Island.
Her niece, Virginia Harding, undertaking to stop
her, gets on the vessel and Is unBy no
willingly carried along.
means concealing her distaste for
the expedition and her contempt
for Its members, Virginia makes
the acquaintance of the Honorable
Talking with
Vane.
Cuthbert
Dugald Shaw, leader of the expedition, Virginia very frankly expresses her views, practically accusing Shaw and the other members of the party. Including a
personage
somewhat
uncertain
Captain Magnus, and a shady
Tubbs, of
H.
"financier," Hamilton
being In a conspiracy to defraud
Jane Harding. Landing on the
Island is a matter of some difficulty, Virginia being carried ashore
In the arms of Cuthbert Vane. The
party gets settled. Miss Browne
tells about the treasure. Virginia
declares herself out of It The
lead sailor's map is produced.
strong-minde-

e,

WATCH
THE BIG 4
Liver
Keep the vital organs healthy by
regularly taking the world's standard remedy for kidney, liver,
bladder and uric add troubles
Stomach-Kidne- y

--

COLD MEDAL

The National Remedy of Holland for
centuries and endorsed by Queen Wllhel-min- a.
At all druggists, three sizes.
Look for tbe earns Gold Medal on every bos
and accept

mo

Imitation

Girls! Girls!!

Clear Your Skin
With Cuticura
Seep 25c. Oratraent 25 and 50c, Talcum

25c

SAFE AND SANE

for Coughs

& Colds

Thl, rrraa ra éiífcrtM horn all others.-- '
Qutcfc rrtirl. No ootrlta H ctiTwaera'

Dogfish and Sharks.
Several varieties of large dogfish and
stiiull sharks are found around, the

or
British coast
The
thresher, follows the shoals of herrings,
pilchards and sprats, destroying great
numbers and often doing much damage to nets. It often attains a length
of 15 feet. Including Its long, narrow
tail, which often exceeds In length the
remainder of the body. The Greenland
shark, which sometimes grows to 26
feet, occasionally strays from arctic
waters to the latitudes of Great Britain. The tope :s n dogfish common on
the coast of England and Ireland. It
Is of a slate-gracolor and attains a
length of six feet Another dogfish
Is also common.
It attains a length
of from three to four feet
fas-shar-

y

Aiwaus Plenty

of Stretch
-- no rubber to rot

tm

JlXCELLO,

uspenderS
&aranictdOry-W- tt
75
Askvoor dealer far

nirt. vi

Accept no su&swutts look for nam on boduee.
y
Street, Suspender (krttJUrian.Mch

Mark Twain Exposed a "Hog."
"call down" letter from Mark
Twain to a London theatrical manager, Bram Stolser, recently was reprinted In part by the New York
Times ou the occasion of the sale of
the letter In New York to an autograph collector. It Is dated London,
Nov. 2, 1801, Mark Twain wrote: "My
object in writing this note Is to say
to you that the large blond man with
spectacles, who was selling seats In
your box oilice this afternoon, grossly
Insulted ray two daughters by his brutal and surly behavior. Apparently
their offense Iny In asking to buy cheap
tickets 4 shilling ones. Perhaps he
can imitate a Keutleman's gentleman
when people apply for boxes. But In
any case be Is a hog, be was born a
hog and wilt die one. But he shall
not die uncelebrated If I can help It"
A

Strictly Neutral.
Dean was playing with his brother,
Dick, and a neighbor boy, John, when
John and Dick began to fight.
Dean came In the house and I
asked him why he didn't help his
brother, for I had been watching out
the window.
"I Just told him he could battle his
own fights," he said. Chicago Tribune.
Night and Horning.
Mm Strong, Hmolthy

y,IftheyTire,Itch,

iuUR EYES

Smart or Burn, If Sore,
Irritated, Inflamed or

Granulated, use Murine
Safe fot
Infante Adult At all Druggists. Write for
En barer Ce- Oda
Frea Eire Book. Ra

often.

Soothes, Refreshes.
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Continued).

It

was fortunate that Cookie knew
nothing of the solitary grave somewhere on the Island, with Its stone
marked with B. H. and a
cross-bone-

s,

nor that the inhabitant thereof was
supposed to walk. If he hud, I think
the strange spectacle of a lone negro
In a small boat rowing lustily for the
American continent might soon have
been witnessed on the Pacific by any
eyes that were there to see. And we
could 111 have spared either boat or

my.

n

COMPANY

a day and a night for meditation, he
had known better than to commit such
an outrage upon the possessor of
ghostly powers, and had resorted to
prayer instead.
This had answered
quite as well, for the phantom pig had
dissolved
like the morning mists.
While the sun blazed, what with his
devotions and his rabbit's foot and a
cross of twigs nailed to a tree,
Cookie felt a fair degree of security,
But his teeth chattered In his head
at the thought of approaching night.
Meanwhile he could not In conscience
permit me to venture forth into the
path of this horror, which might, for
all we knew, be lurking In the Jungle shadows, even through the day
light hours. Also, though he did not
avow this motive, I believe he found
my company very reassuring. It Is
Immensely easier to face a ghost in
the sustaining presence of other flesh
and blood.
For a moment I wavered In my de
termination. What if the Island had
Its wild creatures after all?
But
neither lynx nor panther nor any other beast of prey is white, except a
polar bear, and It would be unusual to
meet one on a tropical Island.
I decided that Cookie's pig was after all a pig, though still In the flesh,
I thought I remembered having seen
quite fair pigs, which would pass fo
white with a frightened negro In the
dim light of dawn. I consoled Cookie
as best I could by promising to cross
my fingers If I heard or saw anything
suspicious, and struck out into the
woods.
For all my brave words to Cookie,
I had no intention of going very far
afield. From the shore of the cove
I had observed that the ground behind the clearing rose to the summit
of a low ridge, perhaps four hundred
feet In height, which Jutted from the
base of the peak. From this ridge I
thought I might see something more
of the island than the limited environment of Lantern bay.
As the woods shut out the last
glimpse of the white tents in the
clearing, as even the familiar sound
of the surf died down to a faint,
whisper mingling with the
rustling of the palms overhead, I experienced a certain discomfort, which
persons given to hard and unqualified
terms might have called fear.
It
seemed to me as If a very strong cord
at the rear of my belt were Jerking me
back toward the inglorious safety of
the camp. I fingered my automatic
and marched on up the hill, trying
not to gasp when a leaf rustled or a
coconut dropped In the woods.
I gained the summit of the ridge,
and stood upon a bare rock platform,
scantily sheltered by a few trees,
large shrubs, rather, with a smooth,
On the
waxy leaf of vivid green.
left rose the great mass of the peak.

cook.
Yet even though unvexed by this
grewsome knowledge, after two or
three days I noticed that Cookie was
111 at ease.
As the leisure member of
the party, I enjoyed more of Cookie's
society than the rest. On this occasion while the morning was still In its
freshness he was permitting me to
make fudge. But his usual Joviality
was gone. I saw that he glanced over
his shoulder at Intervals, muttering
darkly to himself. Also that a rabbit's
foot was slung conspicuously
about
his neck.
.
Having made my fudge and set the
pan on a stone In the stream to cool.
I was about to retire with a view to
conducting a limited exploring expedition of my own. The assurances of
Mr. Shaw not personally directed to
me, of course; the armed truce un
der which we lived did not permit of
that had convinced me that I had
not to dread anything more ferocious
than the pigs, and the wildest of them
would retire before a stick or a stone.
Besides, I boasted a little automatic,
which I carried strapped to my waist
In a businesslike manner.
Mr. Vune
hod almost got me to the point where
I could shoot it off without shutting
my eyes.
Thus equipped, I was about to set
off Into the woods. I had turned my
back on Cookie and the camp, when
I was arrested by an exclamation:
"Miss Jinny!"
I turned to find Cookie gazing after
me with nn expression which, In the
familiar phrase of fiction, I could not
Interpret, though among Its ingredients were doubt and anguish. Cookie,
too, looked pale. I don't In the least
know how hé managed it, but that
he conveyed,
was the Impression
dusky as he was.
"Miss Jinny, it mos' look lak yo'
liout to go perambulatln' In dese yere
woods?"
"I nm, Cookie," I admitted.
The whites of Cookie's eyes became
conspicuous.
alarmingly
Drawing
near in a stealthy manner he whispered :
"Yo' bettah not, Miss Jinny!"
"Oh, nonsense, Cookie!" I said impatiently. "There's not a thing on the
Island but the pigs !"
"Miss Jinny," he solemnly replied,
"dey's pigs and pigs."
"Yes, but pigs Is pigs, you know,"
I answered, laughing.
"Dey's pigs and pigs, " chile live
ones and dead ones."
"Yo' Bettah Not, Miss Jlnnyl"
"Dead ones? Of course haven't we
been eating them?"
From far above among Its crags a
"Yo' won't nevah eat dis yere kind beautiful foamy waterfall came huro' dead pig, Miss Jinny. It's It's a tling down.
ha'nt!"
I had not dreamed of getting a view
The murder was out Cookie leaned so glorious from the little eminence of
and wiped his the ridge. Here was an Item of news
against a cocoa-polrto take back to camp. Having with
ebon brow.
Persistently questioned, he told at great originality christened the place
last how, today and yesterday, aris- Lookout, I turned to go. And as I
ing in the dim dawn to build his fire turned I saw a shape vanish into the
before the camp was stirring, he had woods.
It was an animal, not a human
seen lurking at the edge of the cleard
shape. It was shape. And It was white. It had, in
ing
white
a P'g. yet not a pig; its ghostly hue, deed, every distinguishing trait of
its noiseless movements, divided It Cookie's phantom pig. Only it was
rom all proper mundane porkers by not a pig. My brief shadowy glimpse
the dreadful gulf which divides the of it had told me that I knew what
lvlng from the dead. The first morn-n- g It was not, but what it was I could
Cookie, doubtful of his senses, not, as I stood there . rooted, even
ad flung a stone and the spectral guess.
Would It attack me, or should I only
fftlAf had vanished like a shadow.
On Its second appearance, having bad die of fright? I wondered if my heart
a

t

four-foote-

my revolver might spasmodically go
off aud wound the Thing, and then,
even if It had meditated letting me go,
it would certainly attack me. Never
theless I clung to my revolver as to
my last hope.
into
I began to edge away crab-wis- e
the wood. Like a metronome I said
to myself over and over monotonous
ly, "Don't run, don't run 1"
I did not run. Instead, I stepped
on a smooth surface of rock and slid
downhill like a human toboggan until
I fetched up against a dead log after
a confused interval during which
vaguely believed myself to have been
swallowed by an alligator. While the
alligator Illusion endured I must have
lain comatose and Immovable. Indeed,
when my senses began to come back

DICE LONG KNOWN TO WORLD
Amusement Is Probably the Most Ancient Game, According to Records
of Old Writers.

TAKE ASPIRIN ONLY
AS TOLD BY "BAYER"
"Bayer" Introduced Aspirin to the
Physicians Over 21
Years Ago.

The oldest amusement in the world
Is

In some form or another, dice have
existed in every period of history.
They are shown on early Egyptian
monuments, and some dug up at
Thebes recently are exactly similar to
They are menthose- In use today.
tioned in laws regulating games
played In ancient Greece and Rome
and most other countries in Europe.
The Invention of dice Is attributed
to Palamedes, one of the heroes who
sailed against Troy, about the year
1244 B. C but the use of cubes with
numbered sides for gambling purposes
Is probably much earlier.
Frequent passages in the works of
ancient writers and numerous representations in marble and paintings
g
was
show how popular
dlce-playln-

among them.

MOTHER, QUICK!

GIVE

CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP

To get quick relief follow carefully
the safe and proper directions in each
unbroken package of "Bayer Tablets of
Aspirin." This package Is plainly
Stamped with the safety "Bayer Cross.1
The "Bayer Cross" means the gen
s
nine,
Aspirin prescribed
by physicians for over twenty-on- e
years. Advertisement
world-famou-

LORD DOLLAR

WOULD HAND

But Some People Will Doubt Whether
Such a Man Will Ever Get
-

Close

Enough.

A young man In Missouri

was

col-

lecting funds for a benevolent Institution. He tried hard to get a dollar
from an old gentleman who was noted
for his closeness.
When the young man had stated his
mission and asked for the dollar, the
elderly person asked:
"Well, young man, how old are
you?"-

FOR CHILD'S BOWELS
Even a sick child loves the "fruity"
taste of "California Fig Syrup." If the
little tongue is coated, or If your child
Is listless, cross, feverish, full of cold,
or has colic, a teaspoonful will never
fall to open the bowels. In a few
hours you can see for yourself how
thoroughly it works all the constipa
tion poison, sour bile and waste from
the tender, little bowels and gives you
a well, playful child again.
Millions of mothers keep "California
Fig Syrup" handy. They know a
today saves a sick child to
morrow. Ask your druggist for genuine
"California Fig Syrup" which has di
rections for babies and children of all
ages printed on bottle. Mother! You
must say "California" or you may get
an imitation fig syrup. Advertisement

The Strange Beast of the Jungle Was
a White
r.

I was still quite Inert. I experienced
that curious tranquillity which Is said
to visit those who are actually with
in the Jaws of death.
There I lay
prone, absolutely at the mercy of the
mysterious white prowler of the forest
and I'dld hot care. The whole pet
ty business of living seemed a long
.
way behind me now.
Languidly at last I opened my eyes.
Within three yards of me, In the open
glade where I had fallen,
stood the Thing. Yes, there It was- only now It had put an ear back and
was sniffing at me with a mingling of
Interest and apprehension.
The strange beast of the jungle was
a white
Abruptly I sat up. The terrier gave
a startled sldewlse bound, but paused
again and stood regarding me.
"Here, pup! Here, pup I Nice dog- gums !" I said In soothing accents.
The dog gave a low whine and stood
shivering, eager but afraid. I conLittle by
tinued my blandishments.
,

rock-pave-

d

bull-terrie- r.

little the forlorn creature drew near
er, until I put out a cautious hand
and stroked his ears. He dodged

but presently crept back

"I am

twenty-five,-

said the youth.

"

"Well," continued the old gentleyears old, and
man, "I am seventy-fiv- e
years, I
as you are only twenty-flv- e
think that I will get to see the Lord
sooner than you. I will hand him the
dollar myself." Pittsburgh Dispatch.
From Abraham to Allenby.
In the Book of Genesis It is told how
Abraham dug "the Well of the Oath"
at Beersheba, and from time Immemorial the Bedouins have watered
their flocks from the wells of Beersheba. The occupation of Palestine has
brought Twentieth century methods to
the oldest country In the world, and
Abraham's wells are now equipped
with modern pumping machinery.

Materialist's

Decision on Ducks.
is possible, Lord Grey has found,
to bore one's friends with talk about
speech at
birds. In an after-dinnEXPLAINING LACK OF DETAIL a Selborne society gathering he recalled an Instance when he himself
Youthful Artist Had Excellent Reason had talked freely about his waterfowl. His listener gave vent to his
for Leaving Out Characters In
boredom In a pregnant sentence:
Her Illustration.
"Ducks should be talked about only
they are cooked." Manchester
A primary class in one of the grade when
"
schools was asked to illustrate a Guardian.
story that had been read to the little
Then the Fun Began.
ones by the teacher. The story told
Voice (at the other end) Is that
of three children going to a wood in
a goat wagon, and staying until the you, darling?
Gouty Father Er-- yes.
sun went down. Most of the pictures
Voice Oh, goodl
How's the old
showed the goat with big horns pulling
boy's gout, my pet? I mean to say,-i- f
wagon
containing
the
the children,
he still has it I'll come round toand a sun going down behind a hill.
One of the small girls In the clas? night, but if he hasn't we'll go out to
handed In a picture showing merely some show.
a hill and some grass.
The Critic.
"Why, what does your picture
The brilliant Edgar Saltus of
mean?" Inquired the teacher. "Where
memory sat in his club one aftare the goat and the children?"
"They have all gone home," replied ernoon when a widower entered.
The widower, with a deep sigh,
Opal.
sank Into a chair, pressed a
handkerchief to his eyes and
Shaw and the Tourist.
George Bernard Shaw recently con groaned :
"I tell you, Saltus, old man, a chap
vulsed an audience by relating a story
of a tourist . who asked a rustic never realizes the full value of his
whether he was ou the right track for wife till he loses her."
"True, true," said Mr. Saltus, "and
Strotford-on-AvoThe yokel remained silent. "Come, come," said the especially true If she was Insured."
"Stratford-Shakespe- are's
tourist encouragingly.
Operations on Old Men.
town Shakespeare, the
The venerable Dr. Beverley Robinfamous poet, you know. Surely you
know Shakespeare?" "Yus," replied son, in a letter to the Medical Record
the rustic, brightening. "Be you he?" (New York), protests against some of
the operations which are performed
nowadays on elderly persons, whom
Idle Hours With Statisticians.
It is estimated that a man who there Is scarcely a chance of saving.
reaches the age of eighty years spends Too many of these are done, he says,
and the result Is only Increased dis.
two years of his life dressing.
Nobody has the courage to estimate how comfort to the patient. A

It

-

black-border-

again. Soon his head was against my
knee, and he was devouring my hand
Some time, bewith avid caresses.
many of her years a woman devotes to
fore his abandonment on the Island,
Women in Sculpture Society. . ,
but as we were saying, it's a hard
aud
he had been a
Ten ' American
women sculptors
spots.
no
has
that
winter
soft
petted animal. Months or years of
have been honored with membership
huwild life had estranged hlrn from
in the National Sculpture society.
Dry Goods.
manity, yet at the human touch the
"Colonel, should a dry goods store
old devotion woke again.
Speed of Glaciers.
sell soda water?"
The thing now was to lure him back
Studying Alaskan glnclers, Prof. W.
"Yes,, I guess it's dry enough."
to camp and restore him to the happy
S. Cooper finds that Muir glacier has
service of his gods. With another al
If you are ashamed of' your calling receded 60 miles In the last 127 years.
luring, "Here, dogguras!" I started on hire a boy to call for you.
my way. He shrank, trembled, hesi
Armchair Hint
tated, then was after me with a bound.
Wise men cultivate the art of tak
Economy Hint
When corn and
So I brought hira triumphantly across ing things easy.
beans are high eat succotash.
the Rubicon of the little stream, and
marched him Into camp under the as
tounded eyes of Cookie.
At sight of the negro the dog growled
softly and crouched against my skirt.
Cookie stood like an effigy of amazement done In black and white.
'Fo' de Lawd's sake, Miss Jinny,"
he burst at last, "am dat de ghos'-plg?- "
"It was, Cookie, but I changed him
Into a live dog by crossing my fingers.
Mind your rabbit's foot. He might
eat It, and then very likely we'd have
ghost on our hands again."
"Yo' go 'long, Miss Jinny," said
Cookie valiantly. "Yo' think I scared
of any ghos' what lower hlsself to be
a live white mong'ol dog? Yere, yo'
yo' bettah mek friends with of
Cookie, 'cause he got charge o' de
grub. Yere's a H'le fat ma'ow bone
what mebbe come offn yo' own grand-chilbut yo' aln' goln" to mind dat
now yo' is transformulated dls yere
way." And evidently the reincarnated
Never say "Aspirin" without saying "Bayer."
ghost-pidid not
kl-y- l,
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"You are impertinent.
ra pass!"
(.TO

LeJ

BE CONTINUED.)

Ancient Iron Currency.
Sword-shapebars of iron were
used by the ancient Briton? as money,
and many of these are now found In
A recent investi
British museums.
gation shows that six different denominations were used, distinguished
by their sises.

WARNING! Unless you see name "Bayer" on tablets,
you are not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by
physicians over 21 years and proved safe by millions for
Colds
Toothache
Earache

d

Headache
Neuralgia- -

Lumbago

Rheumatism
Neuritis
Pain, Pain

Accept only "Bayer" package which contains proper directions
.
Handr tin boxea of 12 tablets Rnttl
i oí ..j kv- - in OfUgglSM.
j
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coal to be
will do it

de-

for
livered in Town, I
you at 75 cents per ton.
I will deliver any place in the
town of Roy for the above
price.

THE CITY DRAY.
F. J. Seidel, Prop.
Roy, New Mexico.

ATTENTION FARMERS
.

Cornbelt thorobred stock
positively out of the best
herds in the U.S.A. Duroc
Jersey Hogs, Poland China
Hogs, all big type and from
Sires weighing 1000 lbs and
up.
I can furnish you any
breed of dairy cattle that
you want, at prices you can

afford..
Get in the thorobred
for a few dollars
while prices are at rock bottom, and make yourself independent in a few years.
You need better dairy cattle and hogs, and more of
them on this mesa.
ga-men-
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NOTICE

If you have any
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'

There's

Sugftroe

V WMnn r4npapcc Unía

GOT"

HOOKED UP tVVUEE

NEMS

j "XUKt ?DOR VAEMt

casions. That boy has certainly made a good start for one so
young.
Mrs. J. II. Hale, wife of the
postmaster, 'Justice of the peace
and local merchant at Gallegos,
became badly afflicted with some
kind of a mental disorder that
she was taken to Las Vegas by
her husband, daughter and son-ilaw, last week and will remain there at the Hospital for a
time in order to receive proper
expert medical attention. It is
hoped that her early recovery
will soon be announced.
On Sunday morning Rev. Burnett united in the holy bonds of
matrimony two of Mosquero's
prominent young people, when
Mr. Harry Kingsbury and Miss
Nanalee Bradley were made man
and wife at Solano. Mr. Kingsbury is the youngest son of Mrs.
J. B. Duval, came to Mosquero
when a boy in short pants and
is well and favorable known
throughout the length of the
mesa. The bride is also a native
product of the Mesa having
grown from early childhood to
young woman hood in our midst.
She is the only daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. W. R. Bradley, of the
Bradley neighborhood.

(
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LIBERTY

HARDING COUNTY AB3T t A
COMPANY, Inc.

n-

W. R. COPLEN, Manager

General Blacksmith

and

Fire Insurance

,

FATJO'S HONEY
Fancy Comb
Fo- -

Extracted Honey

:

sale by tbe cas

mid io

S ti&l

Retailed by all

cans

.

Fatjo Apiaries
P.O. Box

.

.

J. D. Wade,
Prop

;'.

Leading Grocers.

Italian Bees and Queens

Springer, New Mex.

tal-jre- st

,

I. C. DODDS
UNDERTAKER
' '
And
LICENSED EMBALMER
Full line of Caskets alwaysq on
hand, also suits and dresses.
Calls answered day or night
Phone No. 58
Roy, N. Mex.
"Foster Blk.
--

Geo E. Cochrane
THE
AUCTIONEER
Mills, N.M.
Dates at this office.

....

1

Pros-heart-

.

,

MESA

FARM

.

,

Our experience in the cleaning
business is our greatest asset.
Send your work here where reare sure Sátisfaction
sults
guaranteed Service a watchword and knowledge the only
basis for doing work.
THE CITY TAILORS.
FOR RENT: A nicely furnished
room, will rent cheap. Downstair
room. Enquire of A. F. Chavez
east of J. E. Brown's home."
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN

Having dissolved partnership
in the firm of Judy and Gibson,
I have purchased the interests of
Forrest Judy and also have taken over all accounts.. Those indebted' to the firm of Judy and
Gibson will please call and settle
at once.
P.T.Gibson.

:

Messrs. J. W Woodward and
Joe Woodward and family spent
a happy Xmas Day at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Cameron of
'
the Brand neighborhood.
(Bonded)
';x...
A number of persons participated in a coyote drive on the
Did you see Santa Clause?
26th,
the coyotes are very numsledPoor, old fellow had a hard
"Prompt and Efficient Service"
erous in this locality and are beding across the Mesa with no
coming so hungry they are atsnow for his sleigh and reindeer.
We are ready to make your Abstracts now.
young cattle.
tacking
And still summer, fall and
enjoychildren
school
are
The
spring weather continue to reign
ing a weeks' vacation, but will
in spite of it being winter's time
e:itcr school Jan. 2nd., with great
meanwhile
a
of the year. And
er
interest and determination to
large number .of farmers are
Mosquero, New Mexico.
have
better lessons and grades
wishing and hoping and praying
for the closing months of school.
for a good rain or a heavy snow
W. Fred Odgen, of Brighten,
for the coming wheat crop.
Colorado is spending his vacaHAY FOR SALE
NOTICE FARMERS
Well we didn't get much Xmas
tion with his parents Mr. and
this year. Received a few little
Mrs. T. M. Ogden.
I will pay forty cents per hun- I have Grama Hay, Blue stem
presents, however, that were
Harry Stuart will leave the
pounds for snapped corn de
Hay,
will
dren
and
Cane
sell
baled
more appreciated than we can
it
first of the year to commence bundled or loose, see or write: livered at Roy.
Can use any
tell on account of being so unex- work with the Dawson Dairy.1
quantity.
Ernest
Leatherman.
pected and unlooked for. It is
Messrs. D. P. Moore and B. S.
George Ray,
these pleasent little surprises
have completed a cozy
Stauart
and
that make life worth-whil- e
We
to
Tanlac
like
sell
because
outbuildings
on
farm house and
more appreciated.
A. B. Slusher .ranch.-- , Mr.' it satisfies our customers. Fair- the
Absolute merit and merit
The community Christmas Tree
Slusher lived here many years, view Pharmacy,
alone is responsible for Tanlac's
was a great success. The literand
Old
to
moved back
Kentucky
heonomenal and unprecedented
ary program was well rendered
lived a year, but the lure; of the
Fairview Pharmacy.
success.
by the school children, a large
conditions of New Mexico,? broucrowd was out and everybody
ght .him back to us. and Mr.
enjoyed the event with the same
e Slusher decided to build him a
their
Immediately
after
happy, Chnstmas-hke.spthat
the young couple left for pemanent and comfortable home
seemed to imbue the originators
where they will spend in New Mexico.
Tucumcari
of tlie entertainment and the a few days in visiting friends M.r Geo. Wortman was the hap
Ihave taken the agency for
people charged with carrying it
AND
WELDING
ACETYLENE
of the strongest Fire Insuone
and then return to. make their py recipricient of a box of the
to a happy and successful con permanent
ROLLING
Companies doing business,
DISC
rance
reasons
Mosquero,
uest collection oi iruus,
home at
elusion..'
......
AT THE OLD STAND,
in the State and will be glad to
Mr. Kingsbury has. been very j canned goods, meats, confection
The Scotts, the third number fortunate in his choice, we wont enes etc., from his sister, Mrs.
WITH THE LIBERTY
insure your property against
of the Mosquero Lyceum Course say that he used unsually good Florence West, of Albuquerque,
fire, lightning, tornados etc.
GARAGE'
have come and gone.Their per judgment in the choice, of a while many have receiyd. their
I also insure farm property.
formance was one long to be re- mate, because he ' merely did Xmas greetings, and "enjoyed
I appreciate your patronage.
membered by those who were so what a number of other boys them immensely. We are sure
Roy, N. M.
Foster,
F.IL
fortunate as to attend. It was were trying to do, and what we, that a man living alone as Air.
one of the best numbers ever ourselves would have done, if the Wortman does, enjoys such a
given at this place and the en- opportunity had been offered, gift to the fullest measure.
tire entertainmeht was interest- - riinVnrl ll fVlo KU'ootpst nirAKt.
Mr and Mrs. Homer Parks,
ing entertaining and instructive bpst 1ooking little girl of the who have lived in our communi- II tile DaiailCe OI Wie COUrSe COnl- - irlirtli lttinnh an1 iyi1a htr "his fv ca rnanv vaava aro rtrartiiincr
pares favorablywith the numbers vprv ftwn Aa we sa;d before he to leave us the first of the vear.
that have already appeared we wa more fortunate than the" and will visit with friends near
can safely say that as far as
But Santa Fe N M and in 0kla for
of the .also rans
ent is concerned the Ljeeuni tjarry. s a fne young man and a few months before locating.
Course was a success.
(deserves the very best and as Wie regret to loose these estim- Mr. and Mrs. 1.
j j. .:e fii'"jong
M we were not elegible we ed young people, but know our
the proud parents oí a baby boy SUppose tnat we will have to ad-- loss will be another communities'
Dr. mt that his wife wa3 also some gain A family from Missouri
bom on December 2nd.
Daniels announces both mother what luck in the chojce of a hus wil, renj. the James Christman
and child as doing nicely and Mr. band ahd did made the
farm which Mr:,Park3 has been
iyKB iia auvwy i..aue ai ra,.- fanning so extensively.
ible choice
.
ments to retire to private life
y
more1 A Happy, Healthy and
congratulations,
Here's
typeand deliver keys, books,
and sincere, than those perous New Year to all.
writer and other paraphanalie usually offered and in saying ,
of the store over to the new arthis we are merely voicing the,
rival.
What is the use of keeping a lot of scrub stock on hand,
thoughts and best wishes ot a does what(th
say it wiU do. when a good grade of short-hor- n
will not cost youany more, and
Mr. James C. Lloyd, proprietor
Fairview Pharmacy.
their production will be much greater.
of the City Meat Market, made a quaintances.
business trip to Tucumcari MonI have 2 Scotts Registered Bulls that are servicable, and
day where he will look at a large
One Milk Strain Registered Bull which I will sell you at your
INVENTORY
YEARLY
bunch of cattle which is offered
own terms.
MADE ON
BE
SHOULD
riiiniMniriMijiiwiii.iii.
j
at an attractive price.
EVERY FARM
Mr. J. F. Smiht, Jr., is enjoySHORT-HOR- N
ing, a Christmas visit from - a
recof
phase
farm
i
nephew from Clayton who is
There is no
M. L. Woods, Prop.
Mosquero, New Mexico.
VA
spending the holidays with Mrs. ord keeping that will give more
requirSmith.
information for the time
Young Alfred Brown is home ed than the taking of an annual
for the Xmas holidays from the inventory. At least once a year,
New Mexico Military Institute everyone should take stock of
and young Joe Baca is also spend himself and find out just what
ing Christmas week at home. He he has accomplished during the
preceeding year.
is a student at the Spanish-Americ1 i
Normal College at El
An inventory carefully taken
profit',
.
once a year will show the
Rito.
Mr. James Keiser spent Xmas ableness of the farm business.
with home folks at the old home The amount of money on hand
in the Logan neighborhood,
at the close of the year does not
The place where you get all your tin work
A dance was given by the accurately indicate the amount
FOR SALE BY
young people at the Mesa Garage of money made, because it does
done.
Christmas night which was at- - not take into account the inWe handle well casing, piping, pipe fittings,
tended by a large crowd and a crease or decrease in livestock,
forage
general good time enpoyed,
pumps, tinware, hardware, eave troughs and in
farm machinery, grain,
...Mr. Kingsbury, just married, or supplies.
fact everything that can be found in an
such as
While the best time to take an definite classifications,
has all unwittingly solved one of
machinery,
land,
livestock,
farm
supplies
when
the
the serious marital questions of inventory is
tin shop.
life. By getting married ' on on hand are at their lowest feed and supplies, cash, bills pay"Service" is our motto, and we fulfill our
Christmas day he will avoid that point before the principal work able bills receivable, and then
each
and
go
list
each
class
January
thru
begins,
year
new
we
of
over
the
comes
awful feeling that
motto.
poor,. weak, downtrodden hus- 1 in many cases may prove to be item that it contains. Small
lumped
together,
may
be
items
Work
time.
desirable
bands when we come home at the most
Call and be convinced. We appreciate your
night and wifey reproachfully at this timp is nsuallv slack, and but all things of importance
business during the past year and ask for a
asks us, with tears in her eyes, if it is a good time. to analyze the should be Usted seperately ana
each,
placed
on
value
definite
defia
'make
and
years
day
past
work
we remember "what
it is"
portion during the coming year.
and are regretfully compelled to nite plans for the coming year.) For the purpose of checking
To be reliable, however, the in up the year's profits , one had
admit that we don't and then
ventory
must be carefully taken, (best not place an increased or
is
informed
it
be
to
that
have
to the specialists of 'creased value on his land at the
our wedding anniversity, which
we had torgotten. By using the new Mexico Agricuiuu ai raose oi tne ef, umcsa
day he can also make College. Nothing should be crease is due to improvements
oae'proSeht' da for. the- two, oe- - overlooked. It is best to make made..
.
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Machine Work,

Gilbertsville, Iowa.
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a Henry in Every

The Roy Tin Shop

an

'

Roy Trading Co.
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mum-Christm-
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P. T. Gibson, Prop.
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Roy Harding County, New Mexico, 'Sata rday. December 31, 1921.
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HARDING COUNTY VALUATIONS OVER
SEVEN MILLION DOLLARS

ble

Mast successful business men owe their
Savings Account Habit.

success to the

CULTIVATE IT EARLY IN LIFE
"

We will cpen an account with you for as low as 51.00
3

PER CENT INTEREST ON TIME DEPOSITS

Cattle

BANK OF ROY

Swine

vWeep and

i;ct crd

Surplus

$36,000.00

goats

Value

....

15.50
82,253.85
29.703.58
515.00
2)3,902.78'
197,994 99

2 084

GLADSTONE

I

Roy Tuesday Evening.

Mr. and Mrs. Ed.- Lanier left
over the Stánta Fe st week'for
Kansas, where they will spend
the holidays with relatives and
friends. Rube Griffin is caring
for their stock dumg their o

Be sure and read the Floersheim
Mer. Co's., ad this week. They
nave something very important
tell you...

ab-',t-

!,;

T.,iw.

ui

Stm'ator.T-- E. Mitchell of Al
bert) .was a 'business ..visiter m
.

Mrs. U. N.

bhaiier who was

artist,

will be found

h

v

hisf?"
.GladVt

at

g

-

4

'i

.2.ÍÍ5
4 22

..

v'

Í20.320

U

..v.y

t'

E. F. HENRY

; W..JÍ.05,

.Cement, Stucco and "Plasterer $
ROY,' NEW MEXICO

Net valuation subject to taxes.

appointed postmaster
Mr. and Mrs. V'aldo Morris ár- arge of the
tak
chair every SatuYday
N M. Wednesday and are
té,
January
Sunday
corning
stone, lie occupies a. corner of
visiting
with friends and rela.
nrsi-,
v
the Luthy's store. All who are
tives
of town for a short
south
,
.,
tethered with an excess ctJ his- while.
' to ,,the
Ca?pers
cute (spinich) adornment will do ,
Capper Fanner
well to mtromVe him
ho!d. an for ?i.oo a year. In Ever try Jealousy ?
Mr. Bill Sink who shipped 3idubs with your faV0rate maga-ca- r
Sometimes, you know, that's
oads of cattle to Denver last zine at special rates
Best the quickest way to a man's
telegram that Club rates on alI leading maga. heart.' It'3 the method
week received
ins fciuciv was luai m a uuzzaru zines.
"NURSE MAJOKIE"
while enrout to Denver. He R. S. Wood, Roy New Mexico. adopted to win a man who was a
v
left for Greenville at once to get
little slow about declaring himfurther particulars and hasn't
Ys T filen Vinvp nn Tianrl at self. "Nurse ' Marjorie" threw
returned up to the time of this all times the choicest and most kisses to a child, and the poor
writing
refreshing drinks with no kick deluded man thought he had a
Dr.' Chapin is taking
but a lot of pep. R Kilmürray. rival
of the fine weather and is
MARY MILES MINTER
rushing his house to completion. Roy Theatre Friday Dec. 30th., Directed by WILLIAM D. MINIt will be ready for occupancy Here's a sure curé for the blues! TER is the captivating, tantalwithin a few days.
See. Marv Miles Minter. Realart- - izing heroine of this Israel ZangGladys Griffin. Vesta Loeland, ist in '"'Nurse Mar, one," written will play. It's good, clean,
e
comedy, with just enough
John Knudson, who ara attend- - by Israel Zangwill, which will be
ing high school at Springer, are shown at this theatre Friday Dec drama to give you a chance to
spending tiie holiday vacation 30th. It's all laughs, no- tears.
breathe. Roy Theatre Friday,
ial

v

J. E. ÍLSEY COMPANY

I

,834666
;

xf

,;

BETTER BUSINESS
IN FARMING
'

t

'

'

Mechanical Power Popular
On Successful! Farms
(PcTO'ir

'

Farming Bureau, Ckkagc)

NEW YEARS RESOLUTION
FOR THE, BUSINESS
V
FARMER
,

ATTENTION

I ani going to study power
',
fanning., '.
I will try" to cut my crop production costs.
will

1

Having taken over the Garage which was formerly known as the Beck Motor Co., we are
ready to serve you in our best capacity.

eliminate wasteful over-

head expenses.
I am going to sell extra horses
that I don't need if I can.
I am going to see if I can't ar
with home folks.
December 30th.
range to equalize my farm power
Years ago Horace Greeley gave passes without seeing a "prairie
requirements through the year.
th's advice, "Go west young man ' schooner" winding its' way west-ari- d A. L. Newman, one of our pros , I am going to make my "fanr
perous farmers of the Solano ield greater returns through the
grow up with the country." ward. One wonders where
some still think it is, tuve fenerations will find home neghborhood was a businss visi- wise use of adequate power.
tor in Roy this week.
sound advice as seldom a week' s1ead iands.
I am going to make my home
happy by equipping it with the
latest laborsaving water supply,
heating and electric plants.
I a'n going to make this a
power farming year. ,
ÍEEP JACK FROST OUT OF
YOUR RADIATORS
Operators of automotive e--'
quiptment must be on their
guard hen the season approach-?s whén Jack Frost begins, hjsf
high-grad-

,

"

"

'
7 We have received "a shipment of new'' Ford'
parts, also tire3 and other' accessories. Bring
us your repair work and let us guarantee it.
Our work must be right and our - customers; r
must be satisfied in every particular. ,

'

-

-

.

Gasoline, Oils and
Greases

,

7

ture
.

acWk
.

The wise,

-

opera-torwi-

circttlnro, 'wpAiftTi1
.
v.vv
"

--

i.

freezing poini- - &
ture vanes irora "ifi TCfcgfeea

.

i.

..'

ompietfejoietal

6 start the; N&tmzl
good íésolütion& ta traaeat

autortiblSlea-

'

sometmt

I
P

--

-

.....

ti.

7viT

'

-

wrt m

ha rin a c y

'"'::

wth a

"i4í
y ''t! 'fi
'..-Í.-

,ciiV'8till in

1

;w

..

7,-- .

U-.--

í,

.

7 '-

..

v

L

11

'

-f

j,,;.ñ yourtotnpbile

Btaíits-.1jeíne- f

:

eiüS--

k

A mixture jtf .., aicnohojd
glycerin is the bstVati-fFtiez-e
miyture AI(hpL,.does;VEry yell
when used aloiíe "Vritfi water, but
the glycerine acts s a'Tetradant
upon the rapid' evaporation ' of
the alcohol With one part of .the
arts of water, the" f reezing point
mixture to six
solution of alco-i- s
heit. A 35
owered to 22 degrees fahren- in water has a freez
ing 'point of 18 degrees below
zero..
alcohol-glyceri-

ne

ne

THE GANDER
"What's this?" said John Smith
as he came upon his wife's new
sewing machine, knee deep in a
snow drift.
'Oh, I just put it out there to
keep your mower company," replied his wife.
SAUCE FOR

.

-

'

-- 7-

iX".

whilait

Wthecijp.

e r-

jr:KV-

ST',.

'.ass-- 4

'Mr.L..-Kti-

deposit
film tit anTinflaihnia- nibk material
of

V-

n-

; ;

:

''I

i:.':.,

c

?

-

7.,.

7-- i

Tne.

h'dWC&h
e joffiber.conae

-

-

rt .'i?c,v.::-

''SomeíjPDtorff.kB.

as aeoGQSfr Hediiim and
.Loeea.
a" rasa unguis

s

.
.;-

:

t

sáh,
ibjjwK
:

Baker & Scheier, Proprietors:

w'i

l-

ántl'f réeWrfn&í

chloridé'or commpn

V

7 ;;

visits. Radiators tnd cooliftg
system are not troublesome" in
the summer time btit thWdoVre- quire considerable '"attention. inl
cow weather.
tfse an

:

The Roy Garage

1

J'

Strictly cash.

--

Everything we sell, Guaranteed.

.:XS9,q78
. .'10,035
;; .,38,385
t,T9.175
40.255

........

'

First Class Battery Work

238,99
345

Separators and Milkers.

$

13,160
807,200
88.606
483.268
216,090
1,022,670
56,420
15,930
.
178,289
47.553
31.237

k

Merchandise
,
Automobiles
.
Professions and trades.
Plants, tools and machinery
Household and personal effects. ...
Money, notes and credits
Railroad mileage
Value of telephones
Mileage of telegraph companies. .
Banks, Capital stock and surplus .'.
Penalty for failure to mrJie tax re
turns
'
Gross valuation
;
pvPfr,r,tirmK tn heata nf fjm';!
lies

De Laval

1,593,328

5,810
36,795
11.431
..

Western Electric Power Light Plants

;

1,145
22.971
614,503

1,625 61
'

.......

Farm and ranch equiptment
Farm-anranch products. .
Mercantile equipment.

211.844
3,203

96 50

.........

.....

'

.

.

.;.

7

$ 111,085

Town acreage
Dry farming iands cultivated. . . . ...
Dry farming lands not cultivated..
Vega lands
Glazing lands
Equity in state lands.
Farm and ranch improvements. . . .
Horsos and mules

NOW IS THE TIME TO SAVE

Ccf

Acres

No.

..2477

,

COMPANY'S THRESHERS,
TRACTORS and POWER
EQUIPMENT.

property:

Class of Property
Number of town lots;
Value of lots
Value of improvements
irrigation lands ultivated.

Bearing orchard lands.

Deposit a dollar or two each week and see how rapidly it
will grew.

We PAY

J. I. CASE THRESHING MACHINE

The following tabulated for mace and coir, plied by. Hon. M. Baca
shows the number and assessed valuation cf the county's taxa-

The Only Road To Success

v,..

1 1.:

Your tractor should: be overhauled ' fór
next seasons run, bnng it to us,
I'V

e
?

We can fix it
.In fact anything in the Une of engine work
that you would like to have worked over,

V'Wá can 'fix "it"

The Service Garage

'
méjjf
,j3'. V'
--

The

Roy. HarJing County, New Mexico, Saturday, December 31, 1921.
I
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MILLS AND VICINITY

Mitchell. Mrs. Ray Smith whose
hdme is in Mills is cooking three
'
square meals a day for her husMi. Brown 'asked us to note :
band.
So the ..' pottery" which he said
C. J. Postlewait and family
he wrote
spent
Christmas at the Polaski
'Twas good, we must .admit,
home.
That is to say, a little bit.:
He might favor us with anoth(Special to the S. A-- )
er verse
The
child saving work of the
If we knew 'twould be no worse.
Near East Relief has received,
Well, well, it is after Xmas and
we are- still here. We ate a big the indorsement of sixteen state
diner but no more than we are executives at the recent governused to eating because we were ors' conference in Charleston, S.
at home ail day and therefore C. among these being Thomas
never nca tnc headache since, E. Campbell, of Arizona.
Last year the governors' con- Santa Claus f ound his way to our
at Ilarrisburg passed a
'trence
ilwl hivi Wr. Rnf hi a,
but
We thought sure he would leave resolution of endorsement,
as a lx)x of cigars but alas! he this year they have gone further
faiied to do so which remim's us and written individual letters of
appeal to the people of their
ofhov hue it is that
are they who expect nothing for states.
In the sharp contrast to our
hoy shall not be chssappionted.
!

POLITICS HANDICAPS

Í;

SUCCESS
:

uval

Jlf!4
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The

j
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,
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iCop
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Ihp Amprlc-n-

Depnineni

r

Kupplí,
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Legión Newf Service.
-

IN

LIST OF "FIRST"

WOEN
I

Mary O'Toole, Washinston Auxiliary
Mcmbcr, Flrtt
Ji:d:e in
District cf Columiia.

It

make.

make money,
it.

tut it

is more of a science to hold

Vi
lli i.il'.ISA

A man should strive as much to avoid losses

as

.".

hi.r

earnings.

doe3 to increase his

The
Mary

of

V.M

f)"!'ili

iirsls" to

eo:v

i

i

big ;success.

toys are over 100,000
The"'Xmas
children in the Near East
tie
several

bcav.tiíuily

pr.nrr.ent which, was: appre- i

.

lit- Re- -

Twy want just enough to take

,n ;,,V;

l.

Vapitat and Surplus $60,000.0t)
-

MKMBKU FEJÍEKAj.

WK

KSKKVB

" A good bank

for eoeryone

iy

the tongs

j

the diilertnt

cJir

f

fliiT
u
i

iei-acte-

thi;

"lirst"

.":
(

annere

,

5.,',,

..vith

belt, he i i lied, up. t lie '
tinker his u'u
bid .fellow's coat tope'rfect on.
;
Mr. and Mrs.' II. B. Máiton en- -

tilnother

of Ai:i'.'ii'!i.
In o:mi- nt in-o n c y:
Mis

....

WHY

üoy, New

.Mexico.

ADVERTISING IS
SENTIAL
'r

-

tax returns,

'

r,

g ffi

Sktom

hic-cough- s.

IZfíhÜZ

arel1

ES-

-.

'
.

article wliich you have fBr sale.
.It is true .that your produce may
be. a little higher in price, but if
you can convince the public that
even though ycur product is f.iga
er it will .be to their interest to
purchase same, you will have lit
tle .trouble in. increasing your
sales. The main way .to bring
this before .the buyer is to adver-iise.

must

The manufacturer
his nroduct in view of
the jobber, the jobber catch the
.attention of .the retailer and the
retailer must present it,, proper
ly, to the consumer. To:J5;.:-thibriner

imust ,have.;a way.

UfAT
1AniÍTS

,

Adertising is necessary '"be- .cause it is necessary to bring be- fore the public the value cf the

,we

i he way

is ADVERTISEMENT;, there
fore we come right back to where
vre .started, advertising, which
we .must use ;f. we. want to increase our sal'& or purchase the
.best for the 3ast money, or
cheapest in th long run. is the

fLTZ

Je f
íhV?eastPelie

J

--

.'

of the

:.:r.s,

Youngs-to'- A

n, Ohio, has demonstarted in
his ov. n institution the falsity of
O'TixiU;
Is,
iy any assumption that the foreign
a
er, for whom the postal savings
I'raxtdcat
rlii'.s'K ordi'r. jm'.i'e cyst r.i was largely established,
nf tho ir.'.i;iiciM:.l prefers the government
as his
wirt in Viisli'u:;- brankor. lie says:
'
in, r.nu lie
"Banking facilities are far
loiiu.n juiiL'c lil.pwise to icrfiin i more extensive par capita of pop- u:atiop l'.i the more sparceiy set-siu uiáiviiige (.viTMon.v in tiie PNirii-tw'fis tin- tiisi wi;:rK'! iiicuii)'í; of tekl states tlian in the qthers. No
)v8h!nj:tMi nam!KT or otiiii- lack of such facilities has beenfnnn.-- .ind nmhnlilv cannnt r
mvc8' Uifl,r lürwti'is - nuil tw
first w(im:m fiifinlioiv W 'lie- bnnnl nf .found.
iliii'itors if n liti)i't of Ctiluiiihhi
"Tho p.rgun-.en- t
for postal savblink.
She oiw nlzeil miil rvnis ihe
system is sincere, but is a
ings
t'ity
Womiim's
first ine.silOiit of the,
9 type of that present marked ten
eh'h of Wiisliiii;::on. She v;is.
of the lirst
ii:u'.n iittoruey's in the dency of groups of citizens t
fount ry.
Acsuir.e a'- - national need out of
Miss OT'X'ie.
u native of Irehmd.
isolated cases, then assume that
frcui vhhil, nfter n high school educagoveiT.vncntal
action is necea ary
ii',
tion mid
seventeen yours of ne,
she emigrated tn the l'iilted St:iteH. ci'lu. the establishment of a
As seeretnry to .Imle Wheeler, Steu- new bureaucrat at Washir:;Jí
i.
ben'. county, .NirvV Yoi;k, tiw became if original plan fails, extoici
Interested Hi hnv tind coniiietent lis h on the theory that the grm
wiurf reporter.'' í Liiter she went
nent "stands committed" t. 1i'
New York city, and ontoivd a Willi quite regardless of
the effccJ
istreet firm iím
chief clerk, continuon
agencies. ,.
private
exictir;
ing to study law.
She Joined tho
'
Every step such as hero
d
government fi.'stry tervic(í In Washington to coniiilete lier law studies on
is in the direction of pat: r
-

1

c

r- -,

1

-

n1'--

w

;
,

-

,

!

--

tut-line-

nalism, Socialism and even
step indued
Every
other steps. Each step is easier than the .one before. The
Postal Savings system is silth a

the side.
Immediately lifter she joined tha
Vincent, 1!. Costello nost of the Amerl-en- n
Legion Auxillnry In Washington,
the president iisked her lo become
first vice president.
She hud to decline because of her court duties."

ll
S

y.

step."
Every encroachment
upoa
other lines that much easier.
:

father of &.T children, Manna
Rnnier, Chi! war veteran of Inde

The
C.

pendence, Kiis., could well urgnntze
war veterans' society of his own.
Twelve of his sons served with the
American army In France, one was too
young, to tight and the remainder of
the 33 are girls who did their bit.
The, American Legion recently brought
the family to light, but at that there
Is one larger In the Creek Indiun na mn of which Bruner is a citizen.
;

'

.

NOTICE TO MUSIC

LOYEKS

With the beginning of the New
Year, I will receive a limited num
ber of pupils in the Study of
Piano. I will instruct from grade
'One and including grade Ten.
The famous Dr. .Wm.. MasOTlV
t0uch and Technique thoroughlj
explained and demonstrated. If
interested call at my home west
!

Want ads m the St,A, bringr, 0f joy
home the bacon. Try it.
... Mrs., Ferry T. 'Brown.
.
-

.

..

f

--

At

F

'1!

'

u

-

t iUlW'
tne iorm of ;dmdend or inter hum.
retailer lias abetter chance for est trora stocks or bonds?
Last Suidáy mórtÚBíraii-a.X
'
future jmHsin which will ;,Did; wro 'itcViTe any . bonuses4 AT'SteveSsoii- ünfofüinateiv. ihot
bring jpLeatCTSPlrtunitie& to dürinjgthe jarf'.r
hcr.righ
ñf brok iá vtft ?fir
'':
íiVU
The old
the consjiihieo
you
Did
make
tbrofit
nnv
on
í
sayioa 1$ "Tfee feeo dvertiseB-he- r
Sunday ch éol uaá tlrted to
product. The 4ucc does not, how the sak of stocks, bonds, br othsÍcr6iik
ctóTl
I ?
many ear to ai, duck jeftrs V
1.5
ithe
That is also tae
Mr.
tnineacuoiK irom aKiliien vou re;mu
'THg Jjjau
enough of liis pipducts lp adver ceiyea commissions 7 ,
Are youinteresfras
tise them, thinjts enough of ins
costumer to prect bis íáterests
or .' other ' vf irmr fram No!anrtTstPÜIwíéV fe
' v
una propeny- t;uiaie jus inure. licfep:íreteiyed ahgiáccwme, j, ter bi&'éagKtlí,rTOf Kaí ?;.t,
Have
you any royalties or
IT PAYS 'TO ADVERTISE
.been wsiingí
isty:-"-Ms-h- ,
IT PATS'TO
mve" you ny iHoschdídren
"jr.;!
; VEKTISES,
near hi wk
MÜké it your
; r
who
w' j
cy to Jrade Mth the. mercnt
Do. you aDDrobriateiior ' haw buvttlsr- - lámber for her hooae
who thinks enough of his mer- - the right to appropriate. '
which whén completéd-wiíl'bea
the modern
chandise to spéjid his money; to earnings of such cMildre'n 7
house
40"by
farm
Wftf
If so
advertise it. awl you win ama the amount, must be included jn ' J.ii. Manoney a anverf'-a- '
get
the the return of Income. '
"kid wagoh" out'" of Róy áS In
' "
that you will Kays
Mill Tuesday 'after lumber tó"J
most, and best,--: for the least
your vife any income from floor a rortm
i'Of ':'''( ;,í f
money. Watch: the columns of Has
any source whatsoever? If so, it
There was a Xmas tree and prothe Spanish American for, the
progressive merchant and patron must be included in yourreturn gram at the 'Mills' school house
ize him, it will mean a saving or reported in a sép'eráte return
last Thursday evening'. It goes
''
x. v
for you. Always bear in mind of income.
without saying that the program
Did you receive any directors' was well rendered, our teachers
the words, "IT PAYS TO ADfees
or tmstees' fees in the would have it no other way. It
VERTISE.'
course of the year? '
was the regular meeting night of
Do you hold any office in a the parent and teachers asso
Mr. H. B. Jones, President of benefit society
fromwhich you ciation and instead of the parents
the First National Bank of this receive income
entertaining the children it was
p'ace was in Roy the first of this
to all of these ques the other way.
Answer
weif attending to business mat- tions are necessary to determine
Prof. Carnes, Misses Edna
ters connected with this bank.
whether a person has an income Kirk and Fay Evans left Friday
sufficiently large to require that noon for their homes in Dalhart
JMr. and Mrs, Martin DeSmith a return be filed, and may be and Roswell to
spend their two
and children of Taylor Springs, the means of avoiding the heavy weeks vacation.
N. M. are visiting the Ilejman penalties imposed for failure to
Mrs. Mitchell and children alBrothers east of Roy this week. do so within the time perscribed. so went to Lasvega.s to visit Mr.
'
.
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nt nrpKpnt

I

aouthteKSl

Near'East Relief begs that they

-

Cal. B. R. Reeder

L&

1

thof th,f

ilr ,r,.r

J

harvest their owi.

i tÍ"JÍ
í

'fc

haveisriven

JL'a

n

ttlt&lF"h

pér-- j

l.to-Marc- h'

time.

at-an-

mm uie.approacn or the

iod for filing- income

'graduate from the
Missouri Auctioneering School.
3 will assure ypü of ... service
that brings results.
Will be .glad to cry your sale

no

w

3w

First National Bank of

wuüi--

-

through

and cold

in

.

-

will continue their support for
What remains to
EQ
Km?i
January
15.' 1922. by, the hostess the masculine be
compared to
debe
is
small
taxpayers are advised to lose no part of the crowd decided' to go
done.
teen
has
what:
time in the compilation of their.' coyote hunting.' They started, in
Five dollars a month will keep
acounis it or the year 1921. A
ulV
;
one of these children alive Six.
new pjjd important provision of
the Revenué Act of 1921 is that cranky thing became crankier
every person whose gross income still and acted as if it had a ser- rhe
Ple,
All
for 15121 was $5,000 or over vere case of
shall file a return, regardless of coaxing and petting proved of
the amount of net income upon 110 avail ntil at last they were-Jfresp0"do
which, the tax is assessed. Re- compelled to turn around and re- h.ave
their way. homeward, no children
turns are required of every sinwere similariy situated
gle persori whose net income was .. isar but sadder men.
th 13
Ar
10n,
Mr. and Mrs. A.. E. Lusk
$1,000 or over and every marn
ried person living with husband ,he Mestenito neighborhood
thwest
or Avife whose net income was the proud parents of a baby girl
$2,000 or over. Widows anr which came to their abode, be;
Arizona.
widowers and persons seperated tween the hours of 12 and l o'- "
or divorced from husband or wife clock A. M. Dec. 26. We have
a fine 3
trade
WANTED
:To
not learned what they have nam- 31 legarded as single persons,
f l.
at
building,
located
story
bricks
ed
lady
the
little
but whatever
iNenncome is gross income,
less certain deductions for busi- t is to know it will be something Georgetown, Colorado., will tra;
ness .expenses, loses, taxes, ptr nice, mat is a nertert raini vuui vcw mcAitu muu.
Inquire of C. E. Ilobson, Roy,
Gross income includes practical- now hi our judgment, a boy and
"
''"'
Mexico '
New
ly all income received by the tax- a girl.
.long,
The
thing
in
talked of
payer during the year; in the
case, of wage earner, salaries, Hills has actually occured. That
The ,Spanish American should
wasre bonuses and commissions; is the church on the hill. It is be in every home on the mesa..
in the Case of professional men; proped iip yet on railroad ties Is theré one in yours?
ail amounts received for profes-sicna- l over the hole for the basement
.services; in the cases oí which malves it very cold inside
farmers all profits from the the building but Sunday School
ale of farm products, and rental dnd preaching services were
held there last Sunday .the. saine
or sale of land.
In the making of an income tax as usuaL JVIen are Jmsy haulto make
return for the year 1921, every ing sand now preparing
,
'v
taxpayer should present to' him the foundation.-;Wm. Mcilinn and,E. F'Cheiicy
self the following questions:
W hat were your profits from were Xmas' dinner guests! at tlw
your business, trade profession J. M. lncp" Jiatrie.
Mrs. rahk. Lof tou "and .child-or vocation?
Did you receive any Interest en wenj t Juosquero. last Friday to peM ;AiniicsL 'with iéífc"
on back deposits?
uves. 'I
Have you any nroDertv from
Missel Giite and 1 iaitie! flaiv
which you receive rent?
tfni-inv.Vioi
m
Lao
n luí 4
ivuvu- '...1.
ai

l

1 am "a

ft6-

Rainier Poiv
vY the thousands this winter it
L aus and
rs.hantav n!:,
American' relief is withdrawn.
;
few
help
a
,
or
the
feathers
If only they can be kept alive

a

I

L

qne mrthe house.

,

tertained at Xnias.; dinner . the' Prf
fetter's parents Mr. andIrs w!:"--

AUCTIONEER

i

,paitW:.Pfe:l

(classes showed much
ana ski i
the part ox the teach
prs. lne bunaay School gave a

nia'ce a more active campaign to
funds.
In":as!::j postal savings rate
WOll!d not increase thrift or Sav--

ptit'illiil.
iii'.U'fil K.:rr.-.3p!ni:is hi'r uiiio::;?
A. E

i

THfcl FIRST NATIONAL BANK

'.,

ac-

simply tend to draw mon- vo
ey cut cl private banks which
now lo:... j;.:h funds for useful
.

jr'r.1

which-

Wiü!ilr.(,'ti'U,

"D!e.-?se-

is certainly something of a science to

ad-r.i- ts

tivity the Postal Savings System is a frilure.
In an effort to revive the sys
tem, it is proposed to increase in
tercst ratss on postal savins
from two to three percent and

j.,

-

SOME men are under the delusion that success depends upon the amount of money they

Pcstn-aster-Gener-

that after ten years of

v

-
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thr tóíai

nail yoaft? weetmgs

Mrfefifmyt;

er-tis- et.

-

fenerast.'

pat-AN- D
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mwfcri
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vMálie our it oré your

hdsdquaytcrj during; the'
year
1922.
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S. E. Páxton

Grocery Gompany

The
clean everything, Poitiers,
Piano Covers, fancy Pillow Covers and Tapestries of all kinds.
Anything in wearing apparel,
Hats. Caps, Neckties, Furs,
and Jerseys Gloves and
in fact anythini that ran be dry
cleaned.
THE CITY TAILORS.

Roy. Ilai ding County, New Mexico, Satui 'day, December 31, 1921.

Spanish-America-

"We

' THIS WILD ORGY OF SPEND
ING"

FARMERS

There is, especially amoiij the
Speaking to the tax conference
in Santa Fe Tuesday. Governor stockmen, considerable speculatMechem said that 'he saw no tion at this time relative to the
'.
reason why educational costs number of livestock of the sev(By A. W. Drake, Mosquero New should not "Le. subjected to the eral clases in the state and naMexico.)
closest scrutiny,
iseitner ctoes tion, compared to the numbr in
anyone else. There is no more former years. '
Sheep and cattle are the leadAnd the farmers view of cor reason
permitting a n edu
rectine them. There are dif cational dollar of public money t ing clases of livestock in New
ferent suggestions in the papers to be wasted than to permit the Mexico. It is pretty generally,
of how to help the tanners out ; waste of any other public dohar conceded that there has been a
marked reduction in the numof the predicment, that they are ' or dime.
in, on account of the low prices,
A prominent liestock grower bers of sheep in the state, but no
of what they have to sell. One who could not attend the confer- reliable data is available to show
of the remiches that Í3 sugges- ence sent a telegram stating that what the shrinkage amounts to
ted, is to cut down the acreage "this argy of wild spending must from year to year. The Census
of January 1, 1920 places the
one fourth. Not plant as many be stopped."
acres of different crops as we
Just where is this "wild orgy" number of sheep at
head, or 43.3
below the nunv-be- r
have been planting, in othtr of spending?
ten
years ago.
words cut down the production,
numerated
We havn't seen it in the Albunow. friends, if we will look into querque schools. By all stand- However, all the other data
this subject a little we will de- ards of educational efficiency we
indicates that the Cencide that, that would not be very need to spend more money here sus to make a complete enumeration of the number of sheep in
sensible. If we raised more than we are spending.
state on January 1, 1920. In
wheat, com, cotton, beans, rice,
Everybody is in sympathy the
any event, the figures only reoats and many other things last
the governor in wanting to flect the changes occuring duryear than we need for one years with taxes
reduced. Everybody ing ten year period.
see
supply, do we have any assura
with the livestock
sympathy
in
is
Many cattle men are of the
ance that we will make enough
in wanting lower taxes in opinion thai there has also been
next year to supply us one year? menextremity
of hard times they
the
Some years we have droughts,
decrease in the number
every aofdecided
tnrougn. T1
are
passing
in the state and nation
some years floods, some years a
cattle
of the work of the
great deal of hail, some years body approves
are others who conTaxpayers'
association in but there
State
insects are very destructive, we advocating efficiency and lower tend that an enumeration would
show no losses. The Census recan only sow and plant our crops.,
taxes and tetter methods of spen ports 1,311,358 cattle in New
we have no assurance of reaping
ding public money.
Mexico on January 1, 1520. This
a good crop or half of a crop or
But isn t it time to get away is an increase in the ten year
anything.
from broad generalities like 'wild
Did not the people in olden orgy ana similar oroaa, not to Census period of 26,, but a year
times when they leaped a bounti say extravagant statements, and ly enumeration might show the
ful harvest save some of their down to details as to where the present numbers to be less than
grain for the lean years, that spending ceases to be necessary that of the maximum year since
1910.
might follow ? Wouldn't it be and becomes an "orgy"
Reliable data relative to the
better to take oil in our lamps
Up to the time we achieved annual changes in
the numbers
?
Anothand not trust all to luck
statehood in this state, or terri
er remedy is the revival of the tory, spent next (to nothing on of the several clases of livstock
grain corporations, with the pow schools. With statehood we ac- in the state and nation is esseners which it had during the war. quired a healthy American de tial to intelligent marketing. It
It is painted out why that this sire for adequate, free educa is needed by Government offi
would be impossible. One is tional facilities. We jumped the cials in the execution of Congres
that if the government guaran- legal school term from five to sional Acts passed for' the relief
teed a certain price, and there seven to nine months. Every of the farmers and stockmen. It
was more raised than we needed body cheered. Everybody said is tundamentally necessary in
for one years' supply, there to the school forces "go to it and the enactment of further legiswould be a lot of worthless grain provide an adequate educational lation for their relief.
An annual Census would, be! .
and other farm products left plant."
valuable, but the necessary exron hand. Another is governRemember, we had no school pense renders it impractical. Ih
ment guaranteeing a certain
plant
to start with. We had hew of this, the United States
price to the farmers, would be
nothing,
but. a great educational Department of Agriculture- isr.
guaranteeing him a profit , if he
problem
and a desire to solve it. 4 now attempting to get sufficient
good
used
methods of farming.
V e told the school workers reports from
the individaul far- The objection to this is the in
state to get busy. mers and stockmen to furnish &
hroughout
creased cost to the consumer They did. the
Now, with the pinch basis for reliable estimates of the
would be an internal tariff in
upon us, we show number of livestock in the- counof
times
hard
favor of the farmers. The other
disposition
as taxpayer and ty, as of January 1, 1922.
a
alternative is selling abroad for
to unload onto ed
public
officials
The forms upon which these
less than cost and paying the
of
ills and hard- reports are to be made to
all
ucation
the
difference out of taxes, and goes
from New Mexico,,
to say that this would involve ships through which we have
are now for distribution at this
the government in a speculation been and are passing.
We take a look at te Taxpay-ei- s office. One is being sent every
to vast and uncertain to warassociations' terrifying chart owner of livestock in the state.
rant trial.
costs
and see that educational
As to the government fixing have increased three or four or whose address can be secured. If
prices on farm products, how five hundred per .cent in ten you receive one, please
with the Government in it's
could it be anything more than years. We absolutely forget
effort to assist you. If you fail;
right, wouldn't the same governthat fcen years ago we had no to get one, write this office, and.
ment that regulates the railroads educational
costs to speak of. We
and the big packers profits have had less than an average of five a form will- be sent you with
the power to regulate the far- months school throughout the stamped envelope for reply.
It should be understood that
mers' profits? It might be much state, and it wasn't much in the
all reports are held strictly coneasier to set the price now and way of schooling at that. We fidentially,
and under no circum-stankeep them under government had school houses without .winwill
they be rendered
control than it will be to wait dows or doors or floors, and a
for
taxation purposes
until the fanners get organized percentage of illiteracy that They
are merely used by the
and then try to control prices. made us shutter. We have plen
United States Department of
:
; a. j.
- r
v "
ty of the latter left
inV.
Agriculture
as a basis for estiimfr
be
ought
ces higher
In this matter of educational
and no class should be allowed expense," should be remember- mating county and state numbers of the several clases of lives- to impose on other classes for a ed that it
the percentages of in
remedy, we suggest the follow- crease are figured from zero up- stock.
It will be observed that qnes-tin- '
ing:
wards. Of course they're high.
are asked on both sides of
We can get the estimate of
A lot of school houses have the blank form. On the first
the amount of the staple crops been bailt where they were not page you are asked to give the
that it will take to run us, such needed. Doubtless there has percentage of the several classes
as corn wheat, oats, cotton, beans been wastd and extravagance in on your fann, or in your locality
nee, wool, flax, sugar and pos every county. But we .should compared! to last year an the
sibly several other articles, staple remember. that it was not the usual. Prices prevailing at this
products that will keep from one New Mexico tax rate that shot date for the different aeres is al-year to another, and fix a price the New Mexico livestock and W asked.'- On the opposite side
on about what it will take to wool market to pieces; nor was you are asked to give the numsupply us for one year, say,
the "wild orgy" of spending and bers on your farm in 1920 and 21
of what we raise to be put on speculation and useless expense If for reason you perfer not to
the market, and the other Vi to of the big years of 1918 and 1919 give these figures, it will be satbe kept on the fann, unless it confined to educational work.
isfactory to give figures for two
was needed. No price set on the
Let us have economy by all or more ranches in your locality,
one fourth, let the price of this means. Let us cut the school provided the number of ranches
be governed by supply and de- cost outlay of the state .tenor included in your report is indimand at home and .abroad, and even twenty percent, if we can ; cated. Where the numbers are
when we made a large crop we let us put the valuation of live- not definitely known, give your
would have some left over for stock and grazing lands and best estimate.
the lean years that .might fol- every other kind of property as Please follow instructions givlow, and this would always leave low as we can and worry, along en on schedule'carefully. Report
plenty of grain on the farms, in with the least possible tax rate for both years, leaving no questhe grain growing states, which until things ease - up a bit, as tions blank.
would insure us of plenty of they will before verylong.
,.
good meat and eggs. But let us be sure not to forget
Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Bartmess
(To be continued.)
as taxpayers and public officials and children of Mills spent a porand public censors and as statis- tion of Monday in Roy. The
Many foreign Countries are ticians, that there are counties Spanish American acknowledges
clamoring for Tanlac." Its fame in this state in whish it has been a pleasent call from them. Mrs.
necessary to cut the school term Bartmess is the Mills correspond
is world-widFairview
to seven months or less.
ent for the S. A. and it's many
In other words, let us econo readers enjoy her writings very
It is astonishing how quiokly mize ; let us do everything in much.
Tanlac will produce results. You reason for every industry that
R. E. Alldredge and wife and
usually feel beter from the very needs help; but let us be reasona
ble
possible.
as
Evening
son,
Luis, spent Christmas with
Pharmacy,
dose.
Fairview
first
relatives and friends in Springer.
"We have sold 97,000 bottles
Roy Holdemess of Dawson
of Tanlac and have never had a
County Clerk Anderson and was in Roy Sunday enroute by
complaint."
J acob'
auto from Arizona points to his
Pharmacy, Atlanta, Ga. Sold vy family spent Xmqs with Roy
home in the coal city.
Fairview Pharmacy.
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HOME BAKERY

Swi.-r.ter- s

ARE LIVESTOCK- - NUMBERS
INCREASING IN NEW MEX
ICO
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Fresh bread every day, pies cakes doughnuts,
cinamon rolls always on hand. Anything in
bakery goods made to order in quantities to
justify. All made under clean sanitary condi-

f "THEY SPf AK FOR THEMSELVES"

tions.

Give us a trial, and help a home indus-

try. We are compeled to operate

on

strickly

cash basis.

Proprietor

G. G. Leach,
FOR

CHILDREN
WANTED

Roy Trading Co.

es

Bernard Whiting of Iowa is
his mother. Mrs F. H.
visiting
Washings and ironings, charg
week
this
Foster
reasonable. Phone
B.-15- 1

FOR SALE Cane and macaroni
spring wheat.
J. A. Wright on the G. 0. Cable
Farm L' miles south of .Roy.

Mosquero Abstract & Title Co.

ROR SALE High grade player
piano 100 records. This one of
the best pianos in the country.
Also various other pieces of furniture. See Gray at Depot.

(Incorporated and Bonded.)
ABSTRACTS FURNISHED PROMPTLY ON ALL
LANDS IN HARDING COUNTY.

We have a few mules, stoves,
Ford Sedan, which we will dis-

Insurance of all kinds.
Special attention given to examining titles.
Conveyances.
Mosquero, New Mexico.

pose of
j

at cost.

Cash or terms.
BAUMBKOS.

Roy. Nesv Mexico.

Mr. Automobile
And Tractor O w ner

for

I

.

j

1

-
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Right now is tlwi proper tirr.e to have that car and
tractor looked after. Yoa no doubt have given your
tractor pretty hard usage during the past season and also
in that time, put your automobile over several hundred
miles of ground, so that just at this time, when both are
very little in use, isn't it reasonable that they shoald have
g
done? By the replacement oí a few1
some
needed new pails, or it may be that the bearings need atover-haulin-

tention, we can make your machine perform like new.
We carry in stock a complete line of parts for Fori and
Chevrolet cars and we have mechanics wno can mate repairs properly on any make of car so it would be of iater-eto every car owner on the Mesa to drive in now and
give the machine that much needed attention. Righit now
.Ibefore the beginning of your busy season.
st

.'

-

t

-
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.

F. S. Brown Motor Co.
AGENT FOR CHEVROLET AUTOMOBILES A3TO SAM SON TEECKS.
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Taste is a matter, of
tobacco quality
'J .' J
.ft

We state it as our honest belief
that the tobaccos used in Chesterfield are of finer quality (and
hence of better taste) than in any

other cigarette at the price.
Liggett

fic

Myen Tobacco Co.

-

.

e.

tertield

CIGARETTES
of TurlUsh and

Domestic tobaccos

blended

,

single

.
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SPECIAL HUSH SERVICE secured it
you mmtlon this paper when writing
firms below.
CLEANING AND DYEING

Grund Dry Cleaning
Frrmrt strntlon to
CAMKltAS

ANO

Send
eeld.
CO.,

fir wm

pott- THE 1PRAY COFFEE
tFICE
and Market BU., Draw, Colo.

$1.00 for 8 pound lampU,

list
BEAUTY PARLORS.
BALDHKADS
Prof. Charles will fit you
with the most natural Toupee. Charles
Hair & Beauty Shop, 410 16th St.. Denver
KODAK FINISHING.

PI!

i

HE American is apt to regard his New Year as The
New Tear.
Had be a

penchant

celebrating

for

holidays he could travel In
a more or less leisurely way
"Nr I around the world, and in the
I j 1 course of the year could
participate in six or seven
New
festivities, adding a couple
Year
Tki
FIKUHKS.
KDAK
"
VOTtAVQ bmxt Fhtti MatwIaU
XVlrUVrvO.
of Christmas celebrations for good
COMPANY,
KODAK
62 Sixteenth Street, Denver, Colorado. measure," according to a bulletin from
the Washington headquarters of the
ARMY GOODS.
National Geographic society.
Aaaenoa Bros. Army and Nnvy Store
i'mythlns la array goodi and nap Muipaont.
"Our American might start his proFrit catalog Iroa nearett tora.
holiday jaunt by going to
gressive
Pueble.
1637 Arapahoe 81., Denwr.
413 N. Union Kit..
tome western European country for
161f Capitol An., CotrenM, WW.
the approaching New Year which the
FLOWERS.
United States too will celebrate. He
OCCASIONS.
M.OWKHS FOll ALL
could then travel to Greece, JugoPark Floral Co.. 1643 Broadway.
slavia, Rumania, or Bulgaria In time
DIAMONDS AND WATCHES.
for Christmas In those countries.
JEWELRY CO.
Mfg. and Repairing. All orders promptly Christmas is also December 25 ia the
attended to. Est. 1879. 16th A Champa countries named, according to their
PLEATING AND BUTTONS.
calendars, but corresponds to January
7 In America.
butfor belt plutini, buniltcbinc. anerad button ud
"By remaining a week In the same
ton hol. Wrltt tor free caulof.
1523 Stout, Dennr.
country he could also spend New
FIXTURES AND SHOWCASES
Year Day, called January 1, but cor9raTe"manufacTur
store and office fixtures. Colorado Fur- responding with the American and
niture and Fixture Co., 1401-1- 3 Wazee. western European January 14. By
CANDIES, CAKES AND FAVORS
pushing on and making good connecWEDDING and Birthday Cakes, Dinner tions he might be able to reach SingaFavors, Best Chocolates and Bon Bons, pore,
or by supplementing steamers
packed to ship anywhere.
Write for
prices and circular of suggestions.
with airplanes could reach China It
BAUR'g, Mfra. of
self to take part
BOHM-ALLE-

Welcome, Hew Year

-

orders.

Prices on Coffee

Pre-W- ar

IB

KODAKS.
10c a roll.

Ws develop films
Eastman Kodaks. Cameras. Film and
Photographic Supplies.
Mail orders solicited. Catalog free.
FORD'S, 10W 16th St.. Denver, Colo.
COFFEE AND SPICES.
-

J
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glad-hearte-

(Westers

welcome, a love
I have written
inspired welcome,
through.
Read on 'till the story
This New Year advancing, inspiring,
entrancing,
This New Year depends upon you.
Will you make it a treasure and fill it
with pleasure,
Its skies of a heavenly hue,
Will your earnest endeavor enshrine)
it forever,
.
This wonderful year that is new?

have written a greeting, a
greeting,
The best that my pencil could do,
But the joy and the glory of making
its story
A blessing, reverts unto you.
If at last you have crowned it with
good deeds and bound It
With kindly intents not a few,
Then through your endeavor you've
hallowed forever
This wonderful year that is new.
I

wide-scatter- ed

Ik M. Thornton, In Orange Judd Farmer.

wvwwwwwtwwwwwvy
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Turning the Leaf

in the most

thoro u g h g o 1 n g
Commercial inquiries answered and
Information gladly furnished without
cost. Address any firm above. Paying Debt Made Easy.
London. A debtor who, in 1914, borrowed 750,000 Russian rubles, then
forth about 78,000, can now repay in
full with 50, Judge Russell has decided In the Chancery Division of the
Royal Courts of Justice. However, a
stay of execution was granted with a
view to an appeal. The parties were
the British Bank for Foreign Trade,
which borrowed 750,000 rubles from
the Russian Commercial and Industrial
Bank, against securities which the borrower now sought to redeem. The lending bank, however, insisted on payment
of 78,000 in sterling.
To Hunt Lost Bullion.

In an effort to recover relics and bullion from a Spanish galleon which lies In Robermory
bay, a syndicate has been formed. It is
quite distinct from a previous syndicate called '"The Pieces of Eight," except that Col. Kenneth Mackenzie Foss,
who directed the previous operations,
is one of the directors. Investigations
made by an expert diver durirjg the
last few weeks are reported to have
been very satisfactory.
Hull," England.

Sterilization Law Invalid.
Albany, Ore. Oregon's sterilization
laws were held unconstitutional in an
opinion of Percy R. Kelly and G. G.
Bingham, judges of the Third Judicial
District. The act of 1917 was held unconstitutional because it designates Inmates of state Institutions only as subject to It and hence is held class legislation. The 1919 act was held invalid
because it provides no court procedure for the disposal of eases.

'

has helped thousands.
Write for catalog;

Let us help you.
Denver

New Dollar Approved.
Washington.
The design of the new
dollar approved by President Harding
on one side has the well known profile
of Liberty, together with the numerals
1921 and "E Plurlbus Unum" as usual.
On the reverse side Is a well delineated eagle with folded wings, perched imperiously upon the top of a mountain,
with the rising sun in the distance.
Above the eagle's head are the olive
branches of peace, while a broken
of the end of
sword, symbolical
war, is clutched In Its talons. Just beneath the eagle is the word "Peace,"
while at the top of the coin are the
words "United States of America."
Civilization Lessons Come Hlflh.
Lessons in western
Washington.
civilization cost China $210,480,500 in
tuition fees and were "cheap at the
price," Dr. Tsa, assistant secretary-generof the Chinese delegation to
the. armament conference, declared at
a luncheon given by the Popular GovSince the Chinese
ernment League.
spirit is "willing to let bygones be bygones," Mr. Tsa declared, "the bill
could be reckoned up without
Millions Still Due Railroads.
Final payments to the
Washington.
railroads by the government on claims
e
and adjustments rising out of
control are estimated to require
according to a report sent by
Director General of Railroads Davis to
the Senate In response to a resolution
Introduced by Senator LaFollette. He
war-tim-

$243,-042,06-

said that the administration had available cash receipts with the treasury of
$152,380,000 for use in the settlement,
and likewise holds much larger sums In
securities.

New Year celebra
tlon In the world,
the Chinese New
Year.

"After the

Chinese New Year
celebration,
the

traveler could
pursue his holiday

hunting less

strenuously for a

He could
arrange to arrive
In Slam In time
for the Siamese New Year on April
1, and afterward
could have five
months of sightseeing before reach
ing Arabia for the Mohammedan
New Year on September 4. He could
then cross the Red Sea and make a
quick journey Into Abyssinia to take
rart in the New Year festivities of
that country on September 10. Returning to the Red Sea and taking a
steamer , north he could easily .reaqh
Jerusalem In good time for the He
brew New Year, October 3.
"The holiday hunter would now have
taken part in all the principal New
Year celebrations of the world and
could return to the Western hemisphere to spend the Christmas with
which he Is most familiar at his own
hearth side. In six days less than
a year he would have chalked up
seven New Year and two Christmas
celebrations to his credit.
"The world's multiplicity of New
Year Days and Christmastides Is due
to the fact that our calendar Is largely
an arbitrary device. The earth re
volves around the sun in 365.2422 days,
which makes the true year a very odd
measure of time. And it Is almost
as difficult to choose a logical beginning for the year as It Is to find
the starting point of a circle. Different
peoples have selected different starting points and have also assumed the
year to be of slightly different lengths.
This has not only resulted In the
years beginning at different times
but has also caused the times of. beginning to vary In their relations to
one another from year to year. It Is
as though a clock had half a dozen or
more hands all moving around the
Hal from different starting points.
"The most logical starting points for
the year would seem to be summer
and winter solstices and the spring
and all of
md autumn equinoxes
them have been made to mark the
beginnings of the years in some parts
of the world. The Gregorian calendar
that Is now In use in the United
States sod throughout most of the
Christian world, Is the Julian calendar
slightly modified. When Julius Caesar
caused - It to be
constructed,
the
beginning of the
year, January 1,
was placed seven
days ' after the
solstice,
winter
and not In conjunction with It
as logic would
seem to dictate.
while.

IVie

Julian year

by
made,
means of the
'leap year device,
865.25 days long,
which was an ex
cess over the true year of 11 minutes
and 14 seconds. This excess caused
the nominal January 1 to creep
gradually farther and farther beyond
the winter solstice so that by the
time of the Church Council of Nice In
325 It Was eleven days beyond the
solstice Instead of seven.
"By the time of Pope Gregory's correction In 1582, January 1 was 21 days
beyond the solstice and Christmas 14
beyond.
If the calendar had
uncorrected, New Year Day
"ild have gone on creeping forward,
into prtng, then Into summer."
was

O
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1921,

From All Over

New Mexico
and Arizona

HAVE written a welcome,
a rhythmical wolcomo.
d
A message

and true.
I want you to read it, perhaps you may need it
For it was intended for you.
I have written a greeting-- , a versified
greeting,
With every word pertinent, true.
To welcome the glad year, the merry,
the tad year,
The wonderful year that is new..

;

kin Gear and Flesh
Firm With Vcast
Vitanton

News

by McClure Newspaper

Syndicate.

"I have not found today so vain
Nor yesterday so fair and good
That I would have my life again
And live it over It I could."
HE first conclusion that a
man arrives at when he
thinks of the new year is
that he will turn over a
new leaf, observes Laura
Jeau Libbey. If he's single
he resolves that he'll cut loose from
the companions he has had the Jolly
fellows who are not just what they
ought to be. He makes up his mind
that he'll quit turning night Into day,
larking around until the wee sniu'
hours and attempting to work the
next day. He makes up his mind he'll
save money. Instead of going out with
the boys he'll hunt up the nice girls
whom he knows and spend his evenings with .them. From the many be
will choose one girl who shall be
nearer and dearer yet than all others.
He thinks he has had quite enough
of bachelor life In fact that he'll
marry and settle down.
The married man's thoughts art
along quite a different line. He makes
up his mind to cut down the number
of clubs to which he belongs and give
his wife the new cloak she has been
pining for. He will forego the stag
rackets that he has been accustomed
to join in, telling his wife that he's
He conbeen to a prayer meeting.
cludes to give his wife a little more
pleasure in the way of outings, and
to pay her pretty compliments; to
keep her heart from withering altogether. He'll cease sneering when she
speaks of her relatives and refrain
from treating them shabbily when they
pay her a visit.
s
thoughts take a
The
different turn. After long and serious
thought on the subject, he concludes
that he will shut his eyes to his
father-in-law'-

son-in-la-

peccadilloes, give him a helping hand Instead of grumbling at the
manner in which he Is keeping his
daughter ; that he'll not take sides with
either when a family row Is on.
The free lance concludes to cross
off all the married from his calling
list, and to turn his attention, to the
women who are heart whole and fancy

the state.
Troop C cavalry of the New Mexico
National Guard at Demlng has perfected Its organization and most of the
equipment has been received. There
are now more than the required number of men enlisted although some are
away attending college at different
parts of the country. All the horses
are In good condition and drills are being held every week.
The P.roomcorn and Warehouse Association of Portales,. N. M., has closed
its first year's business and the reports show that the season has been a
principal
most succesful one. The
work of the last season has been the
finding of markets for the product
and this has been done to such an extent that most of the crop has been
'shipped out in car load lots.
Contracts are to be awarded at once
for construction of material sections
of the main highway through Prescott,
from Ash Fork to the southern county
line, at Cañón. The Black Caflon
route, the shortest to Phoenix, Is to be
Improved through Yavapai county,
without reference to the acceptance by the state of the Wlckenburg
;
;
route, between the two cities.
Suit for $56,000 has been filed in the
Superior Court of Santa Crua county,
Arizona, by President Alvaro Obregon
of Mexico, against the administrator
of the Numa Vlelldent estate. The administrator is H. J. Karns. It is alleged In the complaint that Karns, as
administrator, refused to acknowledge
Obregon's claim against the estate,
when it was presented to him. Obregon. claims that Vielltlent, who died
last spring, owed him $56,000, for monies advanced Vielldent.
The 1922 annual convention of the
New Mexico Cattle and Horse Growers' Association will be held March 20
and 21 In Las Vegas, N. M., the execuThe attitive board has announced.
tude to be adopted by the association
toward the packers going Into retail
business and the question of lower
leases and rentals on state grazing
lands were considered at a recent
meeting and referred to the resolutions committee. Further action will
probably be deferred until the 1022
convention.
It is probable that most of the commercial travel from Phoenix to Globe,
hereafter, will be handled over the
highway, for which the
opening date now is set at April 1. At
this time, probably at Miami, will be
a great celebration, for which plans
have been made by representatives
from Globe, Superior and Miami. This
road will cost about $900,000.
Miami-

-Superior

Every man or woman whe has heard of titfl
power of
wondrous health and beauty-makin- g
the vi tamices in yeast, fresh vegetables and
know
glad
of the
foods
will
to
be
other raw
mnim results being obtained from the highly
eonoentrsted yest MasUos VITAMON tablets. These supply a proper dose of ail three
vi tamices (A, B, and C) and are now used by
thousands who appreciate their economy, convenience end quick results. Maatin's VITAMON mixes with your food, helps it to digest
strength-buildiand provides the health-givinnourishment that your body must have to make
firm tissue, strong nerves, rich blood end a
keen, active brain. They will not cause gas o
upset the stomach, but, on the contrary, ere a
great aid in overcoming indigestion or chronic
Pimples, boils and skin eruptions
constipation.
seem to vanish ae if by magic, leaving the
complexion clear and glowing with health. Be
-1
sure to remember the name Maatin's
MON. Do not accept imitations or substitutes. I
You can get Mastín' VITAMON Tablets at ell
good druggists,

Cat That Firm Flash,

Pap" and Health Glow
of Youth Take Maatin's
Yeast VITAMON Tablets.

Are Positively Guaranteed

to Put On Firm Flesh,
luakaHbsastfattaiq

Roosevelt county, New Mexico, Is now
the sweet potato center of the Southwest and that this year over 150,000
bushels have been harvested fn this
one county alone. - Owing to the lack of
rain all the crop this year was harvested in the best condition and the
quality Is the best ever produced in

free.
The conductor on the trolley car
concludes that he will begin the new
year by stopping at just the corner
Governor Campbell of Arizona, acthat people want to get off at so that companied by Senator Ashurst, from
he may gain the thanks of the travPresident
the same state, invited
elers instead of the upbraldlngs of Harding to attend the 1922 convention
irate passengers who are obliged to of the United States Good Roads Aswalk many blocks back.
sociation next spring at Phoenix, Ariz.
- The rounder
who depends on the
The President said his plans would
lunch counter for his daily fare connot enable hiin to attend, but he might
cludes that he will accept a Job from
Arizona later in the summer, durany man who Is Inclined to give him visit
ing his expected tour of the West.
a square deal. The gambler thinks he
Senator Ashurst, Arizona, has transwill turn his attention from the tricks
of his trade because gambling Is pro- mitted to the Senate finance commithibited In his state. He thinks he may tee a request of raw asbestos producpick up a nimble penny by becoming ers in his state for a tariff duty of 30
a rousing revivalist chasing the de'll cents a pound on this product, which
'round the stump. The milkman con- is now on the free list. Senator Ashcludes not to stop at the town pump urst said if the asbestos mining indusfor a drink, the dashing chauffeur con- try was given protection, it could procludes to put his name and address In duce within five years sufficient of
his Identification book when he goes this material to supply the American
Joy riding.
market.
But do you think that these men will
The agricultural essay contest which
keep these resolves?
It Is a good was such a pronounced hit during the
thing to hope.
last Farm and Home Week at the university at Tucson, Ariz., will be reLiberty Candy.
peated this year. Last year the State
Liberty candy calls for one cupful Bankers' Association was the force
of white sugar, a
of water, which made possible the cash prizes
a pound each of raisins and dates, This year cash prizes of $15, $10 and
and two pounds of nuts. Chop the $5 will he offered for the three best
fruit and nuts separately, then com- essays. The contest Is open to all perbine them. Cook the sugar to a sirup sons growing crops in Arizona and has
that strings fromthe tpoon, add flavor, a purpose to create a greater Interest
then mix in the fruit and nuts. Spread In Improved methods of agriculture,
In a thin layer on a buttered tin, and and to stimulate Farm and Home
Week activities.
when almost cold cut into squares.
half-cupf- ul

Concentrated 'Tablets Easy and
Economical to Take Resulta
Quick.

Nunpeper Union Nem Berries.)

If the present plans of George W.
North and C. S. Cleaver are carried
out, the' concrete work on one of the
largest factories in the state will be
started by the first of the year at Doming, N. M. The new plant will manufacture automatic hay balers and by
early spring it is planned to employ a
force of about 1,500 men.
The Bank of Commerce of Talban,
Roosevelt county, New Mexico, has
closed, State , Bank Examiner J. B.
Read has announced. He gave as the
reason that the bank was overloaned.
It has a capital stock of $25,000 and
surplus of $5,000 and individual deposits on Sept 26, when the last statement was made, were $50,000.
Roy Pearce of Albuquerque, N. M.,
was sentenced to serve 100 days In
the county jail in the court of Judge
McClellan on the charge of carrying
concealed weapons. When arrested
Pearce had a pistol in his pocket and
his companion had his pockets full of
cartridges. Jenkins, the companion of
Pearce, "went up" for thirty days.
Probably few people realize that

WtOMGIHU
AMO

Clear the Skin and Increase
Energy When Taken, With
Every Meal or Money Back
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end has brought contentment and hsppiness to thousands of home seekers and their families who have
settled on her FREE homesteads or bought tend at
attractive prices. They have established their own
homes ana secured prosperity snd independence.
g
sections of the prairie
In the great
provinces there is still to be had on easy terms

Fertile Land

at $ 15 to $30 an Acra

land similar to that which through many years

has yielded from 20 to 43 bushels ol wheat
great
to the acre oats, barley and flax also insheep
abundance, while raising horses, cattle,

and hogs is equally profitable. Hundreds of farmers in Western Canada have raised crops in a sin gle
season worth more than the whole cost of their
land. Healthful climate, good neighbors, churches,
schools, rural telephone, excellent markets and
snd soil offer
Shipping facilities. The climate
for almost every branch of
agriculture. The advantages tor

Mixed Farming
and Stock Raising

Dairying;,
--

wMrajei-...

..

make a tremendous appeal to industrious set
tlers wishing to improve tneir circumstances.
For Maltratad llteratm, man, daerlrlott of farm
opportuDlues In Manitoba, aaaaaccnewan.
and Brltliu Colntnhla, reduced railway rates,
eu.. write
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wi mm

W. V. BENNETT
Room 4, Bes BIdg Omaha, Neb.
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History as She Is Quoted.
The Woman was shopping In a State
street department store. She wanted
a hat. There were two others at the
counter, shopping, without wanting
anything. The tall, thin one lifted a
brown velvet trlcornered shape to the

176,000,000

Lives Saved.

-

Superintendent C. F. Culler report!
that approximately 176,000,000 fish
were rescued from landlocked waters
along the Mississippi river during the
season

which closed November

1.

This work establishes a record In
the history of the bureau's operations
light
"Pretty, ain't It?" she asked her and serves to Illustrate the tremendous
portly friend, who carried a book un- mortality to which the river fishes
are liable because of physical condider her arm.
"Yes, very," answered the friend; tions resulting from freshets. Fisheries Service Bulletin.
"reminds me of Napoleon."
"Napoleón?" queried the tall one,
whose fluffy hair covered a vacuum. Watch Cuticura Improve Your Skin.
On rising and retiring gently smear
"How and when Napoleon?"
"Oh," answered she of the book, with the face with Cuticura Ointment.
"Don't you know? Wash off Ointment In five minutes
superior disdain.
Napoleon crossing the Delaware!"
with Cuticura Soap and hot water. It
Chicago Journal
is wonderful what Cuticura will do
for poor complexions, dandruff, itching
and red rough hands. Advertisement.
WHY DRUGGISTS RECOMMEND
SWAMP-ROO-

Desirable

T

Interchange.

"Statesmanship often Indulges

in
lengthy discussion."
For many years druggists have watched
"I approve of it," declared Senator
with much interest the remarkable record
Sorghum ; "the hope of civilization deSwamp-Hoomaintained by Dr. Kilmer's
so
the great kidney, liver and bladder medi- pends on making conversation
pleasant and interesting that people
cine.
will not permit It to be Interrupted
It is a physician's prescription.
Swamp-Boo- t
is a strengthening medi- by fighting."
cine. It helps the kidneys, liver and bladder do the work nature intended they
Not So Catching.
t,

should do.

"I hear your father is

111.'

has stood the test of years.
t
"Yes, quite 111."
It is sold by all druggists on its merit
disease?"
"Contagious
help
you. No other kidney
and it should
not;
hope
T
the doctor says
medicine has so many friends.
Carnegie Puppet.
Be sure to get Swamp-Roo- t
and start overwork."
treatment at once.
However, if you wish first to test this
CURES COLDS
great preparation send ten cents to Dr.
IN JK DAY
Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y., tat a
sample bottle. When writing be sure and
Swamp-Roo-

Advertisement.

mention this paper.

Queer Eels of Hawaii.
It has just been announced from the
Lelnnd Stanford,- Jr., university, that
as a result of the eruption of Mnuna
Loa, Hawaii, two years ago, six specimens of fish entirely new to science
were thrown upon the shore of the
One was a conger eel, with
islands.
hooks on Its snout, resembling blackr
berry thorns. They were all
fish, coming from a depth of 150
to 1,000 feet.
-
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W. H.HILL CO. DETROIT

Hemstitching and
Picoting Attachment
Works on any sewing machine; easily adjusted.
Price 13.60 delivered, with lull instruction!.
OEM NOVELTY COMPANY
Corpus ChrlatL Tex.
Box 1031 .

W. N. U., DENVER, NO.

"My Pa bat lots of shirt to show.
He says that that' aQ right
As long at Ma has Faultiest Starch,
To keep hit shirts to white."

21.

The

Spanish-America-

n.

Roy. Harding County, New Mexico,

Saturday, December

111,

1921.

SOLANO NEWS

THE

FIVE VALUABLE
Will be given away at our store
in Roy, N; M, on Saturday,
April first 1922, 3 o'clock P.M.
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FIRST PRIZE- - One John Deere Reliance Farnt Wagon complete.
SECOND PRIZE-- ! One Upright Kitchen

s

ng

'.

THIRD PRIZE- - One Golden Oak Dining

Room Buffet
FOURTH PRIZE--OnStove.
FIFTH PRIZE-tin- e '

N

X-m- as

Hoi-deni-

Cabinet.''
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Hurvah Hurrah
Xmas i s
Published By
over rnd how queer it
that
everyone is so glad to see Xmas
PRINTING COMPANY
THE
time roll around "but
every- Frank L. Schultz, 'Editor.
Wm.' G. Johnson, Associate Editor
one is glad w hen' it has rolled on
Subscriptipn $2.00 per year, payable strictly in advarice..
past, too. This is' a strange old
world but an awfullv nice one
Bometrr.es even if Xmas joys and Entered as second-clas- s
matter at the post office in Roy, N. M.
Amas sorrows must intermingle.
Registered August 27, 1912.
The Xmas tree and program
was certainly a "howling sucGET BEHIND THE HORSE
cess" xjop'e came .from miles
Too many politicians have worked hand and glove with destrucand enjoyed the best
entertainment in, 'Solano's tion to make industrial enterprises difficult and impossible. Taxn :
ation should cease to be oppressive and all state and federal departhistory.
instead of parasitic. If they
Quits a number of people most ments should become
'y children enjoyed the h'ttlé tree have any excuse for existence at all, make those who get special
in the palacial hcine of 'Mr. and servite from a government function pay for that service, and not
n
m i
,'veryone in the state for something that is of no earthly use to
iurs. lorn iaau.i
Miss Birtha Laughter spent them. In addition, the various functions exercised by the state
in regulating-businesand industries, and human activities, like
Saturday with Mrs. Cecil
banking commissions, corporation commissions, tax commissions,
j.
'Mr. and Mrs. Curtis West .abor commissions, ad infinitum,- should become constructive, and
from .Jabino, are spending the it should be their boast that in their various fields of officialism
Xmas holidays in this vicinity. they actually do things of practical value for the masses of the peoQuila a number of Solano peo- ple and the prosperity of the commonwealth.
Why should not tax commissions help reduce taxes instead of
ple attended the Xmas dance at
" .
'voiding conventions of taxation experts to invent new ways of get-;iRoy Monday night.
Mísü Rose Broyles is spending
more revenues out cf the people ? Why should not a corpora-io- n
or Blue Sky commission make it a boast that it
her vacation with friends in Roy.
A great deal of excitement was
the creation of new coipcrations ? Why continue making it,
caused last Sunday- moraine Jiffieult and expensive for anyone to. organize any new business.
e
when our minister was rushed ;níerprie ? Why continue killing them with demands for
Why should not a state labor
out of church over to the home eporta and official
of Mr, and Mrs. E. H. Hughes. ornmission boast of having done something to give some poor man
But everyone joined in wishing jr woman a job, instead of making it harder all the time for any-n- e
Miss Kanalee Bradley and Mr.
to start an industry and maintian.a payroll? Why should not:
Harry Kingsbury a long and hap- II the boards and commissions which live off the efforts of
py life.
be made to justify their existence by showing assistance to
Mr. and Mrs. Chandler Moore ndustry?
are rejoicing over the arrival of They are killing the goose that lays the golden egg of of f icial-sby driving capital away from investment in industries and'
a fine baby girl. It is really the
only "beautiful tiny" baby in the orces the idle billions into investing in
securities in- world "so Chandler says. But
Burton homas savs no. He is íaüsm has gone so far as to pauperize not only the 15,000,000 per-;onow said to be in the public employ, but to make them believe?
sure his 8 ',1b, baby boy is the
.hat they are the government, and the rest of the 90.000,000 Ameribest looking.
Mr. R. L. Yarbroughand Mr. can muts, called private citizens by mere courtesy, ought to be
Ira Rcmstorff made a business grateful that are permitted to live by the grace of an official oligarchy. The cart must be got behind the animal that drags the
trip to Roy Saturday.
care or the same will happen that did. to an. Italian, fruit
Mr. and Mrs. Yarbroue-- arp
spending their Xmas vacation
addler on the docks at Seattle one fine morning.. He had. loaded
j on their ranch.
It is nice to be is cart with assorted fruits and vegetables for his day's peddling;
a school teacher' but is nicer to nd was trying to lead the donkey off the docks with his towering;
have a nice cozy little farm home oad. The donk was obstreperous, and balked and backed until the
to run off to every chance you art, load and jackass went off into Puget Sound and disappeared.
Vatching the bubbles come up the Italian, looked down, where his.
have.
Mrs. II. R. Johnson is quite ill arthly hopes had disappeared to rise no more, and said: "I hope
this woek, but is improving some ou gotta your darn satisfy!"
!
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100 Piece Decorat-

ed Dinner Sét.
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non-taxab-

Each number entires the holder toa
chance on all these prizes. If ycu hold
five tickets you may win them all.
For every dollar paid on your account
or for cash purchases, we will issue
one ticket.
The winning ticket must be presented
to us at the time of drawing, otherwise
another number will be drawn within
fifteen minutes.
The manner of drawing will be decided by those present, and no one connect
ed with our firm will be permitted to
hold any tickets.
Customers must secure their tickets
at time of making payment on account
or purchasing merchandise, as no tickets will be issued at a later time.
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at thia writing.
Mrs. E. D.

Wpllt-VS. A In st. uppk
Scribe was on his Xmas vacation
is that reason enough?

Don

R.

Mis 3 Fabiola De Baca of Santa
Rosa and one Guadalupe County's successful school ma'ams is
visitirg at the A. P. Branch
home in Roy this week.' "

ASSESS
UTE PARK STATION ROBBED
Cigars, Cigars and then some
Christmas has come and gone
AND SET ON FIRE BY
day
the
more Cigars, I carry the ; best
jfcr 1921 and so far as
YEGGS
.
line in Roy, for a nice cool smoke
wax concerned climatically at
April
drop in my place. R. Kil murray.
fijy. it was more like an
Las Vegas Vegas, N. M. Dec.
taring day than a December day.
24 The Santa Fe station at Ute
Park, was robbed early yesterday Now really are you not enjoying
'
EL J. IL Roy is in Mora this morning by yeggs who blew the these fine spring days? Yet
giiek completing the transcript safe. The station, water tank wouldn't some of the excessive
rains that are falling in the east
Bf the delinquent taxes of 1918 and á carload of merchandise
be appreciated on the mesa yes,
and 1519 of that part cf Mor?. were destroyed by fire.
The total loss is estimated at and a good snow would be welCbunty taken into Harding
come too.
$25,000.
Cwuity.
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Kilmurray.

PIANO TUNER E. II. Ramme
tvith Trinidad Music Co., will be
in Roy Monday, Jan., 2nd., send
'
orders by mail.

Si

e6

ht

Roy Fool Hall and play a game
of Bil'afds or pool, smoke a cigar, take a nice cool drink and
then retire with satisfaction.

TICKETS
Floersheim Merc. Co.

REMEAfcS&L LAST ViSWr nVf &ONSJ
ASS UOfcU

dance Satur-nigthe. American

By

Wm. Lofton of Mosquero Was
a bus'ness visitor in Roy last
v
Wednesday.
W. R. Copien and family, man
ager cf the Harding County Abstract Co., of Mosquero are spend;
ing th holidays with friends and
relatives in Mora.
Have you renewed your subscription to the S. A. for the com
ing year?
If. not, send it your
order at once so as not. to miss
any editions.

Gwles

BW4aS, MUOvS BEEM tU' 'iEWViVS
FE!?. TUfcfcE; NEAS , (aOT kKMWUEb
LA'á.T FALL AWO NESTECCAS SOUEfcOSN
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Let us climb a tree and look down at the world, figuratively speak.
For thousands of years the human race has been, milling,
dividing itself into groups as it chose or as racial character-stie- s
directed. Geographical boundaries formed themselves, naturally as a result of mountains, climate conditions, seas, deserts,
and other causes beyond the; control of man..
As a result a world map was finally evolved made up of many
eople. many countries, manv laws and manv customs, with tradi
tions of causes, back of each, which were entirely beyond the coiir-ro- l
of any man or group of individuals..
The Treaty of Versailles, was framed by man to satisfy personal;
r national aims of individuals or countries by dividing up the
world's arrangement as seemed suitable to. the occasion, regardless
f economic influences which had been building up thousands 'of '
ears. The result has been broken boundaries, broken nations,,
roken people and new governments without the stability that,
ornes with generations' devoted to the1; formative period:
The Treaty of Versailles was forced into, existence as the result.
)f a war which will l)e but an incident in the making of the: future:
nap of the world. Its good parts will remain while, personalities,
,'hich enter into it which are contrary to. the slqwly turning wheel
f economic changes will fall by the wayside. After two short
ears this is already evident..
Economic relations between nations and peoples are. slowly-drifng back to the interupted channels which they followed previous.
.0 the world war. Races cannot be mixed, world harbors cannot
e changed, mountains cannot be moved ami trada routes; take1
ertain natural courses justas water runs rlnwn hill TTnmnn, ho
ngs may dam a stream for the time being but if the water thus,
mpounded is not afforded an outlet the untimate pressure will
iither go over the dam or wash it ou entirely.
So far as
laws are good; they will gradually bej absorbed in tho economic changestaking p lace as the world sweeps,
n in its march of progress. We have; been marking time, since
918 waiting for natural laws of supply and demand andnormaI
production and competition to take the place of artificial barriers
and restrictions by which various nations have attempted to. Kft
ihemselves by their boot straps.
The conference on the limiting of armament offers the greatest
benefit to mankind that has came out of the page in history which
will go down as the World War. We are getting back to earth and
have made a step of progress along the line csf human development
in our present efforts to regulate selfishness and egotism in world
governments.
Trade currents of sea and land are setting in from the Jd quarters and will be carried on with new vigor under headway which
has been made toward ridding the world of political selfishness
which has always handicapped business; and peoples.
Let us come down-ou- t
of the tree and get to work. If we help
guide the mind of man aTerg lines of constructive peaceful endeavor, we will have helped make a step forward in the march of civili- i:ig.
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If you have no place to spend
the evenings, drop over to the

SAVE YOUR

UP BUD AMOB-EWeOBK AMD ODD

t forget the

given by
Legion boys.

A PAG

is

'the

During this sale watch our bargain counters, all departments.

W
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For cash sent in with mail orders we will
send out tickets with the goods purchased.

MlCKIl, Luc WINTER'S DEVIL

Choate

teaching in Roy was seen enjoying her ranch home here during
vacation. Mr. Choate who has
been quite ill is reported some
better.
Mr. and Mrs. Wright- and
Mrs. Tom Ladd made a business
trip" to the County Seat Monday.
j ;Now I
suppose you want to
know why the news didn't reach
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